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The need for European regjati~ 0h~ifi~~e6t~~~:;:997 · 
Dr. Michel Craplet, Medical Director, ~ational Association for 
the Prevention ofAlcoholism 
The need !·or a European legislative f~·an~ework covering adv~rtising in -, favour of alcohol nowadays seems mchspensable. Some mH1onal leg-. - islation, like the 'Evin Law' in France, has had a disruptive ·effect in the ,._ 
field of sports, ci(1sing, for instance, the cancellation of the retransmission of _ 
-· ce1tain international football matches: this law will make it impossible for the 
next Football World Cup to be sponsored by a brewer. _ 
This need has been foreseen by bodies which have long since observed 
the way' products and images · of alcohol cross borders, due to the· 
inte1'.nationalisation ofhfe styles - particularly those of the younger generations 
- ~rnd via the clevelop111ent of multir:iationals. In addition to technical 
arguments, some non-governmental organisations such as the French 
'Associcition Nationale ·de :prevention de l'Alcoolisme' arid .the European 
association 'Eurocare', have adopted ·political and ethical positions, arguing_ · 
that the EU can no 100,ger content itself with economic objectives, but that 
it must become a humane community where the collective interest has 
priority over particulai· economic interests. )'his collective interest is based 
on the fact that alcohol is nc:>r' a product like any other: as a harmful product 
causing addiction, its use must be controlled by the public authorities. 
A law that· cannot be ignored 
'Evin Law end<?rsed by.Brussels' was the headline _of CB News magazine: 'The 
complaints lodged with Brussels by sever~ll akohol p1:oducers aga·inst the Evin 
Law will not be taken up. The European Cornmission has, in fact, concluded 
that the ban on the sponsorship of sporting events by alcoholic beverage pro-
ducers should not be judged incompatible with Community law. Counting on 
an eventual decision that the measure imposed by the Evin Law be deemed 
-dispropo1tionate to the objectives targeted also seems out of the question: the 
European Commission has considered .in this instance ·that the protection of 
consumers' health should prevail over the freedom of the provision of services'1• 
Those who fought it from the very beginning h;:ffe thus accepted the Evin 
Law. It has survived severaL ministerial reshuffles . The new Ministers for 
Health, Youth and Sports of the latest French government have clearly 
~ announced that they will cl~fend it. 
.. " It is, in other words, here to stay; it is a simple la"--' , easy to apply and .one 
~ which has . caused no problems in French co(111s. Of _ those advertising 
~ campaigns submitted to judges for review, no subseqlient judgement mentioned 
the impossibility of using it, or its lack of clarity in confrast to previous laws. 
The tex_t seem~ fairly difficult to dist~1t, it limi(s the boundaries and describes 
the acceptable content of messages and images .- However, the text allows for 
ir:iforrnation on the products to be given, and it can e\·en stimulate the creativity 
of admen by fore:ing them to forget traditional images and the easy use of 
seductive bnguage. Some recent aclve1tising campaigns are indeed very well 
.done. However, the la\\' has ultim~ltely modified the language of advertising. 
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2 
which has lost its SeductiYe ch~1racter. 
A significant law difficult to assess 
The Evin Law has not yet. been assessed, and it_is prob~1bly imposs_ible to do 
so: its effect has bee1i s"·amped l~y the gen'eral trend towards the reduced 
, consumption of alcohol, a powerful and Iona runnino trend which renders 
. 0 . b 
difficult.the effect of the preventative measures being observed. 
. Th.e. quantitative effect 
It is difficult to assess the role of individual factors in the availability of alco-
hol, such as price, standard of living, number of sales outlets and advertis-
ing, especially as the role ~f the factors varies over time. 
Some genuine scientific studies2 ·have shown the effect of advertising on 
consumption. However, it is tme that when this effect has been established, 
it is weak. . This is the reason ·why alcohol producers and admen can boldly 
argue that adve1tising has no influence on overall consumption, that most 
adve1tisements are brand ad, ·enising and are therefore, by definition, competitive. 
However, the impact of total bans is what has mostly been studied, and lh~re 
are few examples of pa1tial · bans having been considered; in addition, their 
impact has not been assessed according t·o age group and socio-econo~nic 
class. It is clear that young people, who '~onsurhe' more adve1tising and 
appreciate it rnore than adults, are therefore more influenced by it. 
The second proble111 is the link between the consumption of the overall 
population and pathology. This has oftenbeen·debated since the Ledermann 
st'udies in the 1950s. 
• For some, the number of medical/social problems caused by alcohol is 
linked to average consumption. Therefore, the ave1;age population bears the 
collective responsibility of its own health and welf-being, inclqding·that of 
those who exceed the a,·erage. 
• Others argue that the link does not exist and that extreme consumption 
is not linked to supply. This position is defended by legal arguments: · why 
limit the 'advertisingof a legally available product? . . 
. The, .effect of ~1dv~rtising 'ori ~ales and coni~mption b~ing surely ~veak, 
and perhaps not measurable, the regulation of adve1tising can only form pa1t 
of an overall strategy of ,prevention, whose effect on younger generations 
would not be felt for se,·eral. decades. . 
TI1e SJ ·mbolic effect 
-These quantitative considerations have little impd1tan<:e compared to the quali-
tative and symbolic effect. Advertising is used to strengthen preconceived 
ideas · about alcohol consumption. These ideas have not been forced on po-
tential consrn11ers. They are instead enshrined in.our cultural background and 
adme11 only use pre-existinK conscious and unconscious images. Whereas the 
effect on health or masculinity is not ariy more used . in the western world, 
having been banned by most codes of practice, alcohol consumption is still 
ve1y often assodated with personal ,ind social success. The harshness of the 
Evin Law was the only way to _change this basic, easy and seductive language. 
The law has been efficient in correcting excesses in the forn1 and the 
content of advertising messages; it is essential for the implementation of ah 
Overall and coherent preYentative effort. 
A law which can be applied in Europe 
\Y/e are not suggesting that the ·Evin Law' be transposed directly in Europe; 
it can, though, be used as a model. · .. ' 
Some have asked for even stricter legisbtion · forbidding all sorts of 
advertising. Confronted by various national circ_umstances· and the opening 
up of the European Union to new countries, we would rather propose 
minimal measures acceptable by all. · 
Their aim is to protect the younger generations. This is not to make them 
scape-goats, as some adults have done - allowing themselves to consume 
alcohol to their hea1t's content, whilst at the same time denouncing the spread 
of alcohol amongst the young. These measures will in fact be of help to the 
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younger generation in their adult life. . 
In order to limit the influence of advertising on the young, it is important to: 
• control forms of communications (advertising, public relations, sponsorship, 
I 
patronage ... ) use of sporting and cultural international events. · 
• forbid all advertisements shown on television. 
There are, of cour~e, the problems posed by new IT-based communications ( the 
Internet) where the assertion of liberalism (some would call 'laisser-fairism') would not 
favour such restrictions. 
I .• 
Regarding national events and media limit~d to one country, we suggested giving 
Member States the freedom to regulate local advertising (billposting, radio, cinema, direct 
mail...). In these fields, cultural characteristics play an important role, an_d preventi9n 
- must take into account such cultural aspects in order to be efficient and accepted. 
1
· CB News, 24 - 30 March 1997 · 
n°473. · ' 
2 Saffer H., Journal.$! health 
Economics, '1991 ; 10 :p.65.-79 · 
Dr Michel Craplet 
Medecin delegue 
Association Nationale de 
I ' . , 
Despite their reputation, specialtsts on prevention do not wish to regulate peoples' 
lives and do not wish to treat them solely as consumers, unlike present day producers 
whose only wish is to impose consumption levels: paradoxic~lly they are the new 'health 
experts'. On the contrary, the philosophy"o( the associations promoting prevention is to . 
· Prevention de l'Akoo-
, gi\·e citizens back their freedom of choice regarding products, consumption modes and · 
rituals, Vv;hich are often transformed into real ties limiting freedom. 
Commercial Commu'1iications has tried without success to establish .a source from 
the magazine CB News for the conclusions published in the article of March 1997. 
. '\ ' 
Editorial ·· .... ·~ .. ·· .·· ·• 
. ·~: . ' ~ '.· . 
. . . .'- <.'.:'i 'i~i~}··;;i~edover the lastfew ·issues a number of the concerns felt by con-
sum~i'. .g;oups _in ·relation to the commercial 1communications Green Paper. . 
_ sOrn~\:>f the most significant of these· are those concerns expressed abottt ad-
vertisi118·'--·(t1{e<=t:e<1 at ·children. This issueri1oves the discussion on still further with a 
nu{nber ?fcontributions on the subject. Some of these draw upon a re~ent mling of the 
Europeari Court _of Justice in the De Agostini case. 
Elsewhere, we publish an ·account of a major research ·project into television advertising 
and children ~hich was conducted earlier this year in Denmark. Apart from anything else, 
the importance of this work ··is that it was-conducted. 1n a relatively 'inunature' commercial · 
television market where television advertising isa comparatively new phenomenon. Much 
of the other work on th~ subject has in the past originated from the USA ~nd the UK, both of 
·which are ve'ry mature commercial television markets. · 
There will be much more · to follow in future editions of Commercial Communica-
tions on this subject, but we also wish to draw attention in this issue to the question of · 
alcohol advertising. To frame the debate; we publish two contributions which o_utline 
the aims arid achievements of the Evin law in France and raise the question as to whether 
it should be taken as a model for harmonisation across the Union. 
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cial Communications. You may also indicate whether you wish to receive the 
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I 
The Evin Law in France-
isarrier to commercial -communications 
in the Internal · Market 
Armand Hennon France adopted on 10 Janua1y 199,l a 
Representative - . . new law on commercial commun-
Entreprise & Prevention ·· ications relating to alcohol. · 
4 
This law, known -under the name of 
the Evin Law (Loi Evin), -was adopted to 
promote public health, the fight against 
a_lcoholism and to protect the young. 
·~ Presently, it constitutes one of the 
most restrictive and controversial meas-
ures of its -type within the EU. Indeed, its 
provisions aim. to regulate all forms of 
promotion qr direct or indirect advertising 
of alcoholic drinks, the contents of com-
mercial communications, the media au-
thorised-to ca'ny such communications/ as 
w~ffas the sponsorship and patronage of . 
. events; advertising at point 'of sale and 'di-
- rect marketing. 
. This law - both receptly introduced 
and with the potential to become a bench-
mark for the rest of Europe - thus covers 
the whole of the cornmercial communica-
tions sector as defined in the Green Paper . 
of the Etiropean,Commission, as it relates 
to alcoholic drinks. 
The association 'En_treprise & 
Prevention', which brings together in 
France seventeen major firms active in the 
alcoholic drinks market, · has as its aims 
participation in the fightagainst excessive 
. alcohol consumption and the perform-
ance of a consultative role with the au-
thorities. It is also well placed to analyse 
the national and European consequences 
, of the Evin Law, in the light of the Green 
Paper on commercial communications in 
the internal market. 
The barriers to the free 
'provisicm of services created 
by the Evin Law 
if one considers that the success of the In-
ternal Market for products is based, to a · 
large extent, ·on the freedom to provide 
cross-border communication services, .then 
the Evin Law notably introduces several ef-
fective baITiers within the European U~ion. 
The principle of a bail with 
authorised exceptions an~ the 
impossibility of transcribing the 
'Television Without Fr~ntiers' Directive. 
The Evin Law, which comes under crimi-
nal law, is based on a surprising reversal 
of general legal principles. rndeed, with 
respect to the advertising of alcohol, the 
Law does rtot list restrictions, but instead 
a limited number of exceptions to a gen-, 
eral ban, preventing any possible harmo-
nisationwith article 15 of Directive 89/552 
('Television Without Frontiers'), which 
sets put the rules relating to the advertis-
ing of alcohol on tele':7ision. 
The total ban on television advertising 
already ~onstitu.tes in thi; context an . ob-
s~ade unique to France. 
In addition, the wording ofa1ticle L 18 
of the Evin Law, which defines in detail 
what is allowed by way of content and nqt 
what is b~~ned, makes imposs,ible any . 
commercial communication stritegy at 
the level of the European internal market, 
nor only·in terms of media, but also in 
terms of content. 
Discrimination resulting from _ 
cancelling the retransmission 
of sporting events. 
The European Commission decided inJuly 
1996 to serve on France a 'reasoned opin..: 
ion', following the cancellation in March 
1995 of the televised retransmission of 
' sporting events, which toqk place outside 
France but in which appeared advertising 
of alcohol. 
The ban on such television advert_ising 
in France, and the tolerance abroad of such 
advertising in the conteA't of spo1ts, was the 
reason why these cancellations - decreed by 
the administrative body 'Conseil Superieur 
de l'Audiovisuel' (CSA) - took place. 
The concern_ felt by organisers of 
sporting events about possible losses of 
revenue derived from television tights is 
now leading to discrii11ination by Euro-
pean sporting federations and organisers 
Commercial Communications October 1997 AlcoholAdvertising . 
of competitions. 
Thus sometimes French products are 
banned from stadiums, whilst foreign prod-
ucts are allowed, and at other times spirits 
have been banned whilst drinks with lower . 
.alcohol content have been allowed. 
. These discriminatory practices persist 
even though they have no legal basis and 
represent in reality barriers to the provision 
of services within the European Union 
which have resulted from the Evin Law. 
The absence of legal certainty 
Differences in interpretation of the Evin 
Law in France show the extreme difficulty 
of regulating the contents of comm~rcial 
communications. 
On 11 March 1991, in response to an 
initiative taken by ~ntreprise & Prevention 
and only a few weeks after the publicatiori 
in the Official Journal of the Evin Law of 10 
January 1991, the majority of firms operat-
ing in the alcoholic drinks sector adopted 
a .series of 'professional guidelines', aimed 
at a common and.responsible appljcation 
of the Law, and approve_d by the BVP ('Bu-
reau de Verification de la Publicite', or 
Board of Advertising Control), a self-regu-
latory body recognised by the authorities. 
The firms concerned were anxious to 
avoid both the risk of an overly restrictive 
intcirpretation, leading to a de J acto ban, 
which was not the intention of the law, 
and that of an excessively ~oose .interpre-
tation, which would have betrayed the 
aim of the legislator, whilst also exposing 
firms to heavy· criminal sanctions. 
The issue as to how the types of mes-
. sages which could still be carried in adver-
tising could be visually expressed has been 
the subject of more than twenty court. rul-
ings since 1991, often contradictory. But 
· the most recent case · law is especially· re-
strictive when it comes to interpreting the 
· limits fixed by the Law, nullifying . the 
guidelines of the BVP. -
°These rulings in practice only allow 
the image of a bottle . against a neutral 
background, contrary to the wishes of the 
legislator as e·xpr~ssed during the parlia-
mentary debates of 1990. By making any 
differentiation in terms of publicity impos-
sible, the rulings effectively impose a ban 
on advertising.· 
For the firms concerned, which are 
usually anxious to respect the spirit of the 
Law, any decision taken in the area of corn- . ! _ .:. . 
munication thus con·stitutes, more than . _. ·<,/\~Yi,::{f'f(?'.\.··: .. " :\/ /' 
ever before, significant _risk - the more so ·-·;- :·:' .. ···\ \ 4:.,··"::·>"· .. ·· ··· .. >:'·:· 
The extension of restnctive measures by · i, :. '_.,·x-,_· '. ,r, '.:·:.:' ·~ .. ~: 
the Evin Law to all products whtchcould -,esp~cja:lly,:\)·.: 
be identified with an alcoholic drit?k (by its '·rest~iv~·iilhen it ' 
. emblem, pame or any other distinctive · ·,· 
symbol), constitutes a new barrier to trade. comes' to 
Indeed, because of this provision, ·an interpreting the 
existing brand which ' tried : to diversify · limits.ft. xed b'IJ the ·t: 
would find itself deprived of communica- , J 
. tion channels in France. Professionals see Law, nullifying the 
this as a serious attack on property a_nd on guidelines of the 
the ability to develop an essential part of 
a firm's capital, ·namely its brand. BVP. · 
An assessment of the Evin .Law 
in the light of the criteria 
proposed in the Green Paper 
The methodology proposed by the Green , 
. Paper seems excellent, in that its five assess-
ment criteria allow an analysis, whatever the 
motivation behind national legislation, as to 
whether the restrictive measure in question 
is efficient, proportionate to the aim speci-
1 fied and its effect on other objectives. 
1 What is the 'chain reaction' 
triggered by the Evin Law? 
The users: an advantage for bottom of 
the range products. 
In a highly competitive ni.arket' stich as al-
coholic drinks, advertising is an essentjal 
element in maintaining and developing 
5 
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Tbe Evin Law has 
as its objective 
the prevention of . 
alcoholism in 
France and, as a 
subset of this, it 
aims to limit 
excessive 
consumption by 
tbeyoung. 
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market share, an indispensable tool for 'L'Associatiori des,Agences-Conseil en Com-
launching new, produc.ts, and a means of munication' (AACC, the French advertising 
supporting quality products against low- agency association) has estimated their loss 
. price products, of revenue to be in the order, of 900 million 
Thus the application of the Law of 10 francs over four years1 of which 600 million 
, January 1991 led to an immediate reduc- was due solely to alcoholic drinks. 
tion in recognition scores for the majority The press has been the most affected 
of campaigns. Today, the number. of cam- by the reduction in advertising budgets for 
paigns has fallen and their ·recognition alcohol, with annual · loss in revenues es-
scores have recover~d to a level equivalent timated as between 80 and 130 milfion 
to· that of 1990 only at the price of a suq- francs, depending on the year i~ question. 
stantial increase in advertising investment. As for the advertising of aJcohol in cin-
This reduction in the efficiency of ad- emas, which represented 17 .6% of this . 
vertising has created an imbalance in the medium's advertising revenue, this is now 
market. Indeeq, high quality bra'nds, no . completely banned. 
longer able . to promote their distinctive- 2 What are the objectives of the 
· ness through sponsorship or advertising, Evin Law ? 
have seen competition increas~ from low : The Evin Law has as its objective the pre-
price, bottom of the range brands and the · v~ntion of alcoholism in France and, as a 
'own label' brands of distributors. · ·,· ·. .::;.: SlJbset of thiS,- it a1111s to limit excessive . 
To take only one eia1i1ple, hixu1ybeers, < / consumption by the ·young (given that this 
a com~non prodtict i11 large and n1ed1urn>\)l type of regulation has no effect on those 
sized supermarket retailers, have .s~eri the< t: )!ready addicted to alcohol). 
share of market for . 'own labeP~n~,. ·1.0,w- _., ~ :. 1t thus aims to prev.ent the abuse of 
price brands' grow from 31% in 1990·t~41% .. . ·. ~lcohol, notto· discourage all consump-
in 1995. Also worth noting with the niarket , tion, emphasised by the Minister for 
for.beer has been the development of a new · Health Claude Evin, when he presented 
category of product which, without adve'r- . his proposal to the French Parliament ('In 
tising until 1996, has experienced treme11- the case of alcohol, only.abuse is danger-
dous success: that of low price beers with ous', he stated to the National Assembly). 
bigh alcohol (:Ontent, drunk above all by However, the target group is not 
consumers se~king inebriation. . . clearly defined in the legislation (is it all 
One can thus question the usefulness those under 16 years of age? Under 18?); 
of a law which, by' limiting advertising, nor is the objective (a reduction in exces-
risks stimulating consumption - a trend al- sive consumption? Of the incidence of 
ready under way - by putting dmvnward drunkenness? Of the accident record of 
pressure on prices, in contradiction to the the group concerned?). 
· aims of the authorities and to the detri- 3 Does the measure relate to its 
ri1ent of quality products. objective? 
Advertising agencies and the media: The relationship between advertising and 
a loss of revenue consumption has been the subject of im-
As far as spending on adve1tising alcoholic ~1erous debates in Europe and in the 
drinks is concerned, adve1tising and corn- · world whenever proposals aimed at ban-
munication agencies have seen a fall in ning or reducing the adyertising of certain 
their revenues-of 70 million francs between products have appeared. 
1990 ansf 1994 (equivalent to more than 1% As far as alcohol is concerned; compar-
of the total revenue of these agencies). ing trends in consumption and advertising 
The Evin Law has in addition com- budgets irt major European countries allows 
pounded the situation faced by the media. one to conclude that this link is not proven. 
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~s far as the Evin Law in particular is · 10 _h:inuary 1991, which was meant to her-
concerned, ~nd its aim of combating exces- ald an extensive policy on public health, 
sive consumption, it is even more difficult of which the regulation of advertising was 
to identify a significant causal link between but a first step, reveal a double f'1iilure. 
the level of adve1tising spending in a coun- a, The excessive consumption of alcohol 
try and the level of excess consumption of an1ongst the young, which had fallen dur-
its population. Nobody has in _fact tried to ing_ the preceding period, has increased · 
do so, even during the debate on the Evin since 1991 (partietilarly in incidents of 
Law in France, which was driven above all drunkenness). · 
by moral rather than technical arguments; b. _ Contrary to the aims annOLinced dt1ring 
the restrictions on commercial communica- the parliamentary debate, the policy ap-
. tions were prese~ted to the French parlia~: ·-: plied by the French Minister for Health 
mentarians as ·a'.;qttfy;: \nthe fa~e-\ :>f.the :_against alcdholism has been limited to ap-
curse of alc~holi~~\~· France arid its even~ . plying measures regulating advertising .. 
tual negative effe:~i{ :;lIC:h ;s ,the pric'.~ paid _. -Compared to the years 19-84-90, the 
by public he~lth.{)F:ih,:/ · · . · · :: _;res·ources made available for research and 
4 Has thenieasuifother objectives? , ::, the fight against alcoholism h·ave been 
In the ·~oi)text '. o(St{.bin):m spons;rship-:., . :~~eakene.d, both in terms of thei.r manage- - I 
' ·,:, !_ ·, ,,.{'; • '•~; ,, ,l,,•'•,·:J''. , .::•:",e' ~-\•~, ~ ,_,1:,\.-"_\.><.••('{ ..; ,,L,: ~-<·~ .. ,,, . ,,,.·,:.,•:•,~'._.·.' t , : ;; •_''. ,.- ' .~.;,(·. , '• •• •, • • • 
and its near tofal J)~tri'" bri' 'patronage, the ,., :. nie'nt and of the human and financial sup-
Evin La~ di~~cdy\¥pa~ts '\he .devel;p_/ , port ~hey have been ·allocated. At the 
ment of sport a.nd culture in France. · _ same time, tax revenues on alcohol made 
Indeed, prod1icers 6f alcoholic drinks a significant contribution to the state's 
traditionally provided significant support . health insurance fund, without any being 
to numerous cult-ural events. The disen- · directed towards prevention. 
gagement of firms speeded up in 1993' These results contradict the correla-
with the publication of a deqye on the tion between advertising and consump- Contrary to thf: 
provision of patronage. Togetherwith the tion or abuse. They support tho\se in 
continued reduction in State support, this farnur of a modern approach to public aims announced 
further weakened the cultural sector. health, based on targeted programmes during the 
A number of events, unable to find dealing with well defined risks, as op-
new sponsors have stopped and, . even posed to spectacular and all-encompass-
more telfing, numerous events in France ing measures which usu~lly mask an 
which received patronage have now relo- absence of policy and resources. 
parliamentary 
debate, the policy 
appUed by the 
cated to other countries, bringing signifi- It seems dear thanhe Evin Law, as far French Minister 
cant harm to France's cultural economy. as the assessment criteria proposed by the 
The situation is the same with :Sport, Green Paper are concerned,. does not.meet for Health against 
with a massive disengagement by alco- the requi~ements of proportionality and alcoholism has 
holic drink producers and several cases of coherence demanded by the Commission. . . 
sporting competitions relocating. ~otwithstanding this law and its diffi- been limited to 
The Evin Law thus today poses the culties in application, producers of alco- applying measures 
proble·m of the relocation of corrimunica- holic drinks have committed themselves regulating· 
tion services outside France, and tomor- . 1n France to putting in place a system of 
row threatens the relocation of these self-regulation, similar to those applied in advertising. 
services outside the European Union (e.g. numerous other European countries. 
major.sporting events, Internet sites, sat- · Professional self-discipline in fact 
ellite television channels etc.) seems today to be the best way of respect-
5 Is the Evin Law efficient? ing the needs of public health whilst at the 
The main facts which have marked the same time protecting the c·oherence and 
period since the introduction of the law of the objectives of the Internal Market. 
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DiQital television services 
in Europe 
':(oby Syfret 
. Research Consultant 
Commercial 
Communications 
T:e single undisputed forecast · European · TV homes (c80% about digital · television is that penetration) will get _their digital t will happen. It is only the television services, as several speakers 
getting there that appeq.rs so full of dr~w . attention to the drawbacks 
technological, service-related, regulatory associated with cable and terrestrial 
and other challenges. In short, digital · distribution in much of Europe. 
TV offers fertile ground for conferences, More fundamental than ·this is the 
and the recent five day double question of what digital packages offer 
conference or~nised by IIR in the public. The answer now is ve1y 
Frankfurt exemplifies the important little more than what the analogue 
role that conferences can play · in packages already offer. This is even 
clarifying and crystallizing issues .in a the case in the USA, where Martin 
· complex and often confusing subject. Lafferty_.i('.Telquest, Inc,) presented a 
This report covers the opening two day mixed picture of niche inarket 
conference on the launching of digital developments (e.g. Primestar being 
television in , Europe . . · . aimed at non-cabled rural communities) 
According to figures presented by-· and efforts directed at competing head 
Roger Stanyard (DTT Consulting), 22 · · · on with cable over pricing and quality 
· digital packages were extant in · · . of service. No one saw NVOD . (Near 
clifferen~ parts of the world in August ·.. Video On Demand) or PPV (Pay Per 
· 1997. They reached .an estimated 7.36 -, View) as major drivers of development. 
million subscribers, of which the three · · And · yet, inany · papers also 
US systems accqunted for 5.38 million discussed the Internet and the vast 
qr 730/o of the total. By contrast, the potential of digital interactive services. 
European secto'r numbers nine digital Indeed, they exposed a sharp 
packages and a mere 1.04 miilion dichotomy between the growth of 
subscribers, with only the French broadcast-led services coming from 
projects, Canal Satellite ·Numerique traditional television comp~nies moving 
(550,000 est.) - and Television Par into digital distribution and the growth 
Satellite (200,000 est.) exceeding of PC-based applications. 
100,000. Today, the two paths of 
Although digital services may also development are kept apa11 by 
be delivered terrestrially, via cable or . ' differences in technology, standards, 
over the telephone wire, the current user populations, functions, service 
list of 22 digital packages all employ structures ai;1d goals. 
satellites for . pirect to Home (DTI-p Nevertheless, . the general view is 
delivery. Reflecting this prominence, that they will converge. Jean-Yves 
several speakers specifically addressed Burgot (SAT) described how the 
issues of satellite capacity and market television and PC-based functions 
potentiaL The general prognosis for could be integrated through interfacing; 
satellite delivered digital services whilst Tony Wechselberger (Hyundai/ 
appears favourable. Thus, SES forecasts TV / COM) mapped out the functions 
quoted . by Barclay Dutson (Vision that 'intelligent' set-top boxes ought 
Consultancy) project the current one day to perform. However, he alsO 
European market of 26 million · drew attention to the passive mode in 
anolbgue and one million digital DTH which most viewers· enjoy . their TV 
homes giving way to 35 million digital · and argued that the break-through in 
homes and just 10 million analogue consumer uptake would pr9bably 
homes in 2006. come from something like the 
Still open to question is how the incorporation of a facility for DVD 
remaining two hundred million (Digital Video Disk) recording. Then, 
8 ·. 
\ maybe, the set-top box would become 
a real smash hit product ?f consumer 
electronics, instead of being . just the 
vehicle for getting digital signals · into 
the .home that was stressed by Rick 
Smith (Pace Micro Techn9logy). 
But it will take a few years to get 
there, during which interval, said 
Robert Rusch (Engineering Consultants), 
digital TV is set to undergo a quantum 
leap of 10,000-J51000-fold increase in 
speed and. 100:-fold increase in 
capacity. His point was underlined by 
Gprdon Drury (NDS) in a paper which 
championed the cause of MPEG 
fonnats as a European· standard. He 
noted how MP~G is continuing to 
develop coding algorithms that enable 
the transmission of broadcast quality 
pictures at lower and lower bit rates. 
The . latest MPEG-4 algorithm being 
developed has set a target of around 
50-100 Kbits for broadcast-like qualities; 
at. which point the suggestion is that 
video distribution via the Internet 
becomes a real possibility. 
If the · claim about current rates of 
progress- are true, a big bang could 
occur in digital TV, inside the qext ten 
years and what will tl?en emerge as 
digital TV may have little in common 
with the digital packages of today. In 
the meantime, broadcasters have to 
decide whether to invest now or '\\'ait. 
Two speakers, Oskar Prinz von 
Preussen (Discovery Germany) and 
Simon Bazalgeite (Music · Choice 
Europe), outlined the perspective of 
the digital. se1vice provider. For this 
group, the next few years promise to 
be tough, educative and uncertain. 
For further details of this conference 
contact: 
Vanessa Sangwin 
IIR 
Tel: +44 (O)~ 71 915 5110 
Fax: +44 (0)171 915 5001 
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Some considerations in 
response to BEUC 
BE. UC's contribution to the June edi-tion of Commercial Communica-tions made very .interesting read-
. i~g, and I agree with some of its key 
points. 
I am at one with BEUC on the pro-
posed proportionality committee; it must 
· be open to all outsi~ interests. ·The WFA 
thinks it should be a committee of Mem-: 
ber State representatives, simply because 
it would be very difficult to find a suitable 
means of representing au industry points 
of view from across Europe. I imagine 
consun1.er organisations d1ay have similar 
difficulties in representing a ·single 'Euro-
pean' consumer perspective. However, . 
we should know the committee's inem- · 
bership; we shottld knqw. what is ~n the 
agenda; the minutes should be published; 
-and it shOLild accept input from all outside · 
interests, including industry and consum-
ers, and listen to expert advice. 
Both BEUC and the WFA agree that 
access to effective redress across borders 
is simply inadequate. It is not jtrst .a seri- · 
OLIS problem for individuals; companies, 
large and sri1all, have severe difficulties. In 
the interests of everyone, Member States 
should have_made much further progress 
on _this matter. Not only do the Member 
States seem unwilling to address the is-
sues and live up to the consequences of 
being part of the European Union, · but 
also the Commission is very patchy on 
enf(?rcement. There is an obvious prob-
lem about lack of resources, but at the 
same tim~ the Commission can be only 
too susceptible to political pressure. This 
is no way to run the Union. 
In the commercial communication 
· sector, we have established the means to 
ckal with cro·ss-border complaints under 
· the seif-regulatory system. The E,uropean 
Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA) has -
·been set up to ensure that the self-regula- -
tory system works across Europe. It is free 
and simple to use for those who want to 
compla1n about e.g. advertising coming Malcohn Earnshaw 
from another country. You simply contact President 
your own national self-regulatory body, World Federation of 
which forwards your complaint to EASA, Advertisers 
· which ensures that the self-regulatory (W.F.A.) 
body in the home country examines the 
complaint and gives a proper response to 
the complainant. 
BEUC and I have a common concern 
over the advent of the information",....,..,,,:,,-.: , 
In this ·context, we do need to ensure 
commercial communication (as · 
from the rest of the content) in the 
media is 'legal, decent, honest and . 
ful'. BEUC will doubtless be · 
know ' that the International '-'LUCULL'-''-'• 
Commerce is 'developing a 
duct. · ·- · · , · .,. 
I also agree that the Green .Paper . 
should cover packaging: 'Packaging _i.S:-: . 
clearly part of commercial com~unica-
-tion, and we would have preferred it to 
have been considered as part of the Greeri 
Paper. We hope that the Commission ivill 
cover it in due course. 
I also agree that the Green Paper should cover 
packaging.· Packaging is clearly part of commercial 
communicµtion, and lf.e would have preferred it to 
have been considered as part of the Green Paper. We 
hope that the Commission will_ cover it in du~ course. 
I begin to pa·n company with BEUC 
when they question the basis of the Green 
Paper. I can understand why they. do so. 
The precise \ legal position applying to 
\·arious kinds of commercial communica-
tion, and/ or the services which create the 
commercial communication, and whether 
and/or under what conditions it can cross 
borders, is not always clear. The fact that 
this is so, does not invalidate· the Green 
Paper.- It means that we shall have to see 
how the case law in the Court of Justice 
develops. 
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I do not agree for a further reason. \\?e 
live ' in a European Union that has set as 
one of its central aims the creation of a sin-
gle market, in order that eve1yone in the 
EU can b~nefit from the choice, the jobs · 
and the prosperity- that a single market 
should bring. A prerequisite for goods .and 
services to cross borders successfully is that 
people in the receiving countries should 
know that the goods and se1vices are_ avail-
able and that they therefore have the op- . 
· portunity ,to buy them in their own count1y. 
This means commercial ·communication. , 
It seems reasona_ble t_o start, as the 
Commission_ proposes,. by looking at the 
national regulation (and, self-regulation) 
to see that it iscortp~tibl1 with the Treaty 
· .. which, afte/ a·u, 'tak'~$':;pr-~2edence ·over 
national law in,n1an_~i~S"°fel_ating to _the. Sin-
gle Market: · :\.'._; -;_\tj':;:;;1:IJf;'.J):.;)t·< (/;)Y:•, .· · 
.;':; . If a national 1{i1~·:fi·~la\ie'~18rtst~:ably 
-: 'discriminatory'effectagailist ti10s~ op.erat-
' ·. ingfrom outside tl;a( ~1~~11G~·r :·sfate,· pre-
sumably BEµc ·w:oul_{ag~f~ tl1at this is 
against the law ... Equally; ifa"r1ational rule 
can be show~. io be disprbpo1tionate to its 
objective; p1:~sumably BEUC_ would agree 
. that this too isagainst tl1e law. 
Some of this natimud regulation, whilst perhap_s flying . 
a banner of consumer protection, or justifying itself as 
a :free competition' measure, is protectionist in effect · 
10:. 
None of us should be afraid of the 
consequences of accepting that national 
legislation in this field s~10uld be both pro-
portionate and non-discriminatory. It does . 
not stop national governments making 
rules· and regulations to suit the culture, 
taste and preferences of its own people; 
it will not always work in favour of what 
some pa1ts of industry may see to be in 
their short-term interests; it will not always 
favour.what consumer organisations think 
is in the interests of consumers. In the 
long term, however, if we apply a clear set 
Commercial Communications · October '1997 
of C!iteria, without fear or favour and as 
consistently and objectively a~ possible, it 
will be in the best interests of both. 
BEUC thir;1ks there should be 'a bal-
ance between home and host country 
control' . . I believe that the principle of 
country of origin . must be rigorously ap-
plied. Without it, there can be no single 
. market and a key pillar of the Europtcan 
Union simply cruml;>les to dust. The 'host I 
country' safeguards its position througl; 
. the protections provided in the Trea·ty e.g. 
as set out in Articles 36 and 56; 
Finally, BEUC believes that ·the .Green 
Papei" does not take sufficien·t account of 
the interests of consui-ners. Here . again I 
part compqny with BElJC. The consumer 
interest is . a constant theme of the Green 
Paper. The reason that the Green Paper , 
·exists is.to suggest a rational frai11ework to 
look at national regulation in this field. 
Much of this national ·regulation is di-
rected at ensuring a level playing field 
between competitors and· addressing cer-
tain aspects of consumer.protection. Both 
objectives, properly applied, are very 
clearly in consumers' interests. However, 
it does riot always work. For example, 
some of this national regulation, whilst 
perhaps flying a banr:ier of consumer pro-
tection, or justifying itself as a 'free com-
petition' measure, is protectionist in effect. 
· As BEUC would agree, protectionism is 
not good for consumers, or indeed indus-, 
try: Clearly, it is wrong that such measures 
should be perniitted td continue. 
I would have thought that BEUC would 
welcome the opportunity to examine all 
national regulation in this field and bring the 
light of day to bear on some of It. W~ are 
bound to find some obscure rules which are 
in nobody's interests; equally we may well 
find some really good regulation that we 
should all consider. We ce1tainly will not all 
get what we want, but the interests of con-
sumers and industry are not so far a part a5 
some would have us believe. 
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Lottery Advertising -
beyond the borders of the 
· internal Market 
1 I n Commercial Commi·t. nications of There is also the' question as to 
June . 1997 I read a fascinating whether, for competition reasons, state 
article by Mr Ray Bates·, President of control is justified at the European level. 
the Association Europeene des Loteries·et The new Community antl-trust legisla-
Lots d'Etats (AELLE). It is clear that iri. this tion, .in my opinion, stands in the way of 
article emphasis .is laid on 'government such a notion. Firstly, the Member States 
lotteries' and that the many commercial · have to consider whether there is any 
competit'ions·orgallis'ai by companies and reason for granting government lotteries 
other organisations in '.varJousMember a privileged position vis-a-vis the corn-
States .have be·e.nJeft :lmdiscussed'.. ·:i··:'. ·::<.: .. :, . mercial competitions of the business sec-
.. . Th.at ,therJ'.~i; ·::sbn1e\-'~latio~;11if.'b~- ·:'\~:tor. There is much in favour of the view 
~ee
1
~'I~tter{es)pptqv,ed''#~cl oti;'~ise'4}f ·:);::. that such' an exceptional position is not 
governlllerit. a110 .t~e prqmotional compe- ~- / justified,. because. of the principles of the 
titioris \:>rgani~~~ .~ythe:.:,bu~ine.ss ;sector 'ifJ>:·Jree movement of goods and services in · 
obvioos·:.··· Aft~'r:\{u;:{fr '}?cori'ceivable 'ih~C}t':: Euwpe._Moreover, the argument that the 
. )~ov~~q·m~~~)2E&fi{f~.}<?$.~.1iB8?5P?s~},f ~/\;L· Pf.°r-it_of gove_rnment lotteries is used for 
mg orgarnsecf..RY.Jh~J)U~m,e?~. ~ect9r t9 Pf9~f\i/ societal 'sensible' purposes can also be 
mote .their 'g?'ods :and services 'with soine ;:}, put'forward for competitions of the busi-
dismay, fot' i~vfbt.MemberStates arglie'·> ness sector, for they create jobs, provide 
. that the moribp~lyp~~iti.oriof government' -~; tax advantages and playing enjoyment 
lotteries ,can thereby be harmed. . · _ for many residents of the Member States: 
Apart froin the question whether . this ·. . 
G. Ribbink 
lawyer 
Geeding Advocaten 
argument. is verifiable and quantifiable, itis 
also argued · that government lotteries fi- ·. 
nance important ·social objectives, whereas 
the promotional competitions of the busi-
ness sector do not. In the Netherlands there 
are considerable efforts being made to pro-
tect .the national government lotteries to 
the disadvant~ge of the government lotter-
The new Community anti-trust legislatio~ in my 
ies of other Member States. 
Although M/ Bates correctly argues 
that in theory it is possible that at Euro-
pean level some state control on lotteries 
and competitions in· general is exercised, 
it may be questioned whether th.e main 
argument in favour of .this - possible ad-
diction - is a sound one. If, indeed, this 
would be · a sound argument for govern-
. ment lotteries, it still is questionable 
whether the same arguinent goes for com-
mercial competitions of companies. Just 
recently, the Dutch authorities have 'legal-
ised' the possibitity of s:weepstakes, be-
cause· the Ministe1· of Justice stated that in 
· these kind of 'free' commercial competi- · 
tions the element of addiction is lacking. 
· 1 
opinio~ stands in the way of such a notion. Firstly, 
· the Member States have to consider whether there is 
any reasonfor granting goveniment lotteries a 
privileged position vis-a-vis the commercial 
competitions of the business sector. 
·As the article of Mr Bates. acknowl-
edges, lotteries are a . special form of 
economic activity and this applies, to com-
mercial competitions of the business sector 
to an even greater extent. The argument that 
Member States should not acknowledge . · 
each other's government lotteries, because 
such a lottery would not serve the _social 
purposes_ of each Member State seems to be 
indefensible in view of the free movement 
of goods and services in the European Un-
ion. On the contrary, the possibility for the 
residents of the various Member States to 
buy tickets from all 'legal' k;meries in ot~er 
Member States seems to be more in line 
with the principle of free movement. . 
11 
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The selling of these tickets through new 
media such as, for example, telemarketing 
also seems to be appropriate to help de-
velop such free movement of goods and 
seivices. Surely there can be agreement that 
the common objecti\i'e of Member State gov-
e~nrrient lotteries and commercial competi-
tions can remain: they both meet, in ? 
pleasant and harmless way, the residents of 
the Member States' 'natural' desire to gam-
. ble, with the additional advantage of rev- . 
-enues l?eing used for 'good' causes, such as 
sports, culture, recreation and employnient. 
. For this reason, even irt the cah"inistic 
Netherlands, there ate unlimited opportu-
nities to meet this need fm entertainment . 
ancl '_moderate' desire . to gamble through 
all_kinds of legal lotteries, casinos in-
cluded. 
·· Therefore I agree with the conclusion 
of Mr Bates' article: his view is that by vir-
tue of the subsidiarity . principle the most: · 
obvious fotm of regulation is to leave it to 
the Member States: I do not, hO\Ye,·er, 
agree with his wish to create some kind of 
prohibition to advertise these lotteries 
freely, not to mention the commercial · 
c~rnpetitions I have referred to . . 
Surely there can be agreement that the common 
objective of Member State govermnent lotteries and 
. comnwrdal competitions can remain: they both 
meet, in a p"leasant and ~arm"less way, tf?e residents 
of the Member States' 'natural' desire to gamh"le, 
with the additional a<!,vantage of revenues being 
used for 'good' causes, such as sports, 'culture, 
recreation-and employment. . 
12· 
After all,, if a product, such as a lot-
tery and a commercial competition, is 
legal, there must exist complete freedom 
to advertise this l'egal product. Article 10 
of the European Convention for the Pro-
tection of Human Rights and Fundarnen-
tal Freedoms grants the 'classical' free-
. dom of speech to freedom of expression , 
in the form of commercial communica-
tions. 
Mr Bates also considers self-regulation 
a reasonable alternative: for this reason 
there now exists a so-called Sweepstakes 
Code of the Dutch.Advertising Standards 
Organisation, to which even the Dutch 
. government has given its 'blessing'. In this 
code it has been stipulated that for such a 
co111mercial competition no money may 
be asked for, although; . against the back-
ground of Community law, this seems to · 
me: to conflict with competition law, as 
government lotteries derive an unfair ad- . 
vantage as against commercial conipeti-
. tions. - -- . -. · 
In brief, I do understat"ld the. back-
ground of this ve1y readable a·rticle of Mr 
Bates and simply wish to point out the 
possible conflict with Community faw as ' 
to the monopoly position of _government 
lotteries. I do subscribe to his wish to 
solve this issue through the application of 
the subsidiarity principle, i.e., not at Euro-
. pean level but by Meniber States. I a1n all 
for self-regulation in this field, but I would 
also be in favour <?f equal treatment of 
government lotteries and comme·rcial 
competitions under private law. 
I think it essential to acknowledge that 
commercial competitions help develop 
important social interests, naniely em-
ployment, the economy, the bonw ludens' 
need for playing, and that they do so with-
out tl1e risk of addiction, which is . the 
main argument Member States put for-
ward t9 justify restrictions on lotteries in 
their legislation. 
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Four models of how 
advertising works 
· The way we use ac;:lvertising now is 
very differe.nt from the way we 
. used advertising 25 years ago, b1..1t 
conventional research is based on the 
thinking of those times, not of today. It is 
not surprising therefore that research can 
be out of tune with advertising. 
Conventional advertising research, par- , 
ticularly recall and persuasion shift sys-
tems, are very fond of making judgements 
but do riot explain very much' about how 
advertising is working or not working .. 
Seven years ago, therefore, I set out to 
deyelop an understanding of how adver-
tising works and what came out' of this 
was a new approach to advertising re-
search. This approach, which my com-
pany calls the FRAMEWORK approach, is 
based on two fundamental principles. 
The first is quite simply th,at different · 
· advertising works in different ways at dif-
ferent times for different brands. This, as 
I like to say is a truism, which therefore 
has the benefit of being true! Unfortu-
nately conventional advertising research · 
ignores this truth, and uses the same 
methods and measures and judgement 
cri.teria, regardless 'of how the advertising 
might be used. 
Since advertising works in different 
ways, research must measure all the ways 
it might work, not an arbitrary few, if it is to 
explain the effects of a campaign. The first 
step was therefore to find out what are the 
different ways that aqvertising works. In a 
study I reported on in the 1991 MRS (Mar-
ket Research Society) Conference, I identi-
fied four models or frameworks of how 
advertising works which I go through in 
some detail below. 
But there is a second important princi-
ple, and again it is · not something I in-
. vented: brand response is ultimately more 
impo1tant than ad response. By this I nJean 
quite simply that, in the final analysis, it 
doesn't mattGr whether, people remember 
your ad, or like it or.find it am(1sing or radi-
cally different if it does not somehow build Mike Hall 
the relationship between the target market Managing Director 
and the brand. For that is the business of Hall & Partners 
marketing and advertising - building brand . 
relation.ships - and measuring it is the busi- · 
· ness of advertising research. 
I have called the f ot1r models of how 
advertising works the Sales Response, , ,,, 
• ,, 1 • ·- -~·- -~~ ~ •• _ ; • 
Persuasion, Involvement and Salience 
Models. Before considering each in turn, 
it i.s important to be clear as· to what a 
· model is. Because there ·is no scientific 
process in. advertising that guarantees that .• 
if you do A response B will ~est1It., a model 
hance their brand relationship. advertising'?fe'.! · ... i' .· 
And it is with the brand relationship we : re;;:i;~;,:: ignir;s . 
should begin, because it is a remarkable in- ... ·.-· ·.:·,. ; , : . 
stance of how far out of touch with each · this trµth, . and 
othet advertising and research had become, · 
that whilst advertisers had spent the last 25 
years trying to build brand relationships, 
conventional research did not measure 
them! It measured other, .~holly unhelpful, 
things like brahd image and brand aware-
ness. but not the brand relationship. The 
measure we created for relationships is 
commitment. You are more or less commit-
ted to your relationship with your partner, 
friends, employer and brands. · 
Working in advertising or marketing is 
fairly simple, because there are only three 
strategies for all campaigns. We use· our 
commitment measure to segment the target 
market into f1ve categories. Let me illustrate 
strategies using one o( our client brands, 
adidas. adidas have some consumers who 
always buy their shoes from the adidas 
range and would never co.nsider any other 
brand - they are committed and the strat-
egy is to keep them committed. At the 
other end of the spectrum 5:years ago for 
adidas was a· large number of young boys 
\\·ho would never wear adidas because 
uses the same 
- '. '. · .... : · .. : ·... -
methods and 
measures and 
judgement 
criteria, 
regar4less of how 
the ~dvertising 
might be used· 
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that's what their dads wore, which was days there were fewer brarids, most ' of 
very uncool. The strategy here is to convert which had Unique Selling Propositions or 
the 'rejectors'. 'I~ the middle are ·people USP's, and the job of advertising wa_s to 
who are quite happy to buy adidas, but conmmnicate these more frequently. How-
equally if not more happy to buy Nike, . ever, if you consider adidas in 1992 - even 
Reebok, Puma etc. These are q10st people though its shoes were uniq1,1e, the typical 
for most brands and the job of marketing 14 year old boy couldn't care less - he 
Ibis is not ·~ and adverti'sing is to somehow enhance a wasn't interested in what adidas had to say, 
weak 'considerer' to build ,a stronger rela:- . so a Persuasion strategy was inappropriate. 
tionship with the brand. If it were, it would be because you advertising that 
argues that your To do this, an advertiser ,develops a believe that what's going to make people 
brandworb better, --·model for using advertising. Of course, buy your floor cleaner, for exa.mple, is 
• ~ · , . they don't say 'I know, I'll use _the Hall & · their belief that it works better than other 
but advertising that Pa1tners Involvement model to soh·e this · brands. The-brand response you want is 
11'lakes your brand ' . ~or me': but implicitl},~veryone has always for them to hold strong beliefs about these 
mean more.·:;,._: . 1 used these moc;iels;· andall that I've really ,__· superior benE:fits and the ad response you 
14-. 
. : . done i~ to ,._n\a)<e,) ~.q_y~~_i,j~;s'assumptions .. · want is for them to get the message. In 
.-. ·expl.i~.~-( Let °i:r1~-·t~~f yqu tJ1rough the _.< this w~y con:ventional advertising re-. 
'·}·:.:·'."\ theory of ~ach 111.odel'oi:Jrarnework. . . ; search relies on c6111munication and im-
; :\ ·,:-- ·:, .• i_f~:·,:(:f./')f~:;··;:/i'\i;t.i;{W1;t1fr~f/~;t{, .· ... · - . . age measure~. But how else can you use 
· _··\::-.~- .!~.~, ,tp~r_ '11:P-~-~.t,?:~}f:~Ct, i ·_ ·_· . .. advertising if, as with actidas, you feel.that 
•· . . • ...•• ( ":': _:··•_ v-• •••• _,;,v .;_ _-,~,., ' >~.-;._._'!'_-,.· t · _,_;'·-. ~··· -., ·,,, ., t', •. J • 
. . .. . J'.H pegiri,, .Vyi~_l1Jl}.~;. Pe~~sua,~io'n model be- Persuasion advertising isn't right for you? 
r· :i·:. C~USE; _that'~ :~vl~e_r.e_'~dv~~r~ising theory be- .' The Involv~ment model is different -
. gaii' in the .·1936s\ unfmtunately, for too it assurnes that what makes you · more 
. ~ I11any"im'.rketit1g· p~ople. _that'.S also V\There Committed is that you identify With Certain 
their thinking stopped: It does sometimes values that lie in the brand not the prod-
.·:.·· apply toda.y; ~ut only sometimes. The uct (yalues such as sophistication, adven-
models, invariably known by initials like ture, fun, contemporaneity, joie de vivre) 
AIDA, ACCA and DAGMAR are step-by- and the way they get to these values is by 
step models, whereby Step One leads to putting them in the advertising. The hy-
Step Two and so on. For example,· ACCA pothesis is that the more deeply you ger 
model ' states that the first step is to get into any adver.tising, the more you will 
'Awareness', so you must tell people the take out of it about the brand. 
brand name in the first 5 seconds of the As the late Charles Channon once ' 
commercial, then you tell people what is . 
different about ·your brand, so they must 
'Comprehend' the message, and because 
you say your brand is the only brand with · 
magic ingredient X, they are 'Convinced' 
that this is better than other brands, so 
they take 'Action' to switch brands and 
sales rise as a result! 
I do not wish to give the impression 
that Persuasion adverti_sing is · 'wrong'. · I 
wish rather to suggest that it's not always 
right and ~hat some of the thinking in the 
1960s was very simplistic. Equally, in those 
said, this is not advertising that argues that 
your brand works better, but advertising 
that makes your brand mean more. 
This is used a lot for alcoholic drinks, 
· car; and cigarettes, but also nowadays for 
financial institutions, fast food and instant 
coffee - classic added value advertising. 
If you are advertising like this yo~ as-
sume· the main dynamic driving brand 
commitment is bran<;! involvement, so you 
must measure it and see if the advertising 
is bringing p~ople closer to the brand and 
if this makes t~1em consider it more, or 
Com·mercial Communications October 1997 · H f!W adve;.tisingworks 
keeps them committed. And the key ad -sponse - in this case behavioural - and an 
J response you · want to know is how in- intended ad response of registering the ad 
valved people get, not.primarily what as·worthwhile. · 
1 
they can remember about what it 'said'. . . Let me conclude about these models 
Five years ago, · adidas decided they . · by making two things very clear. All ads 
would not use this route. 14 year olds had stimulate all these responses to some ex-
no warm close-feeling values towards the tent. All brands have functional attributC;s, 
brand that adidas cq,vld ~uild. oni,Other .: .. personality and salience as underlying 
brands like car tyres had simila_r difficuF;',~):'., br_and dynamks. But any given piece of 
ties - the car you drive says ~o.rrieh1in~tr:?·;adverrising actlJauy will stimulate one pri-
about yon, the tyres on its wl~f ei;\ :lo n:c5( {t0ina1:v'.'ac1 response· a?d one d;iving brand 
. :t i~~~~~~~~ii~f {~Iilf f i!l!ltii{ti~!i.~~if i~!f ltf ff ti~ 
ship not by workmg bette.r ,or :,1n~arn.n.g :i;:'·:;Jhem,, as c~nventional research has done 
· ~ore_, ~u~ . sin1ply. by. ~t_an~i~_K:~zft :~~I~,t1iti:t~~A}f p,.a,s,t a~~\;•Pf?~-unately continues in 
mg more dynamic, so that peopl~ _:sens~ 't.:0:t·so·me u1stances to '.do so. :_' . , 
' . ' . . ' ·,. '.~ ..... "_, :~-;-_! ,.\ _ .... ~ ..... ...... (,: ·~::.r· '.-::- ,".\ l·:~\l·~.':~~t-f?_1: ._ :i; ;. <, ·:•.;, ··-· ·-" ·.··'. ,. >·'-- .... ~-- -~· . . . . . . 
you are going somewhere a~dt,a.~~ m9~1tl:'.)}- .. ·);} tiav(conc~ntr~ted on the theory. · It 
notice of and interest in yoti ·as,a 'result\(~}:,:hasftirther resiarch implications however, 
This is what Salience means. It is' no·t jusf\,<::·such 'a~ an expand~d and rather different . 
awareness (which is simply a ~easure .of · .. · :set ofbrand responses, not the sterile bat:-
presence) but standing out. The assump- . . teries-of brand image statements that bore 
tion is_ that if your advertising stands out respondents .as much as they do me. 
as ve1y different, it will make your brand . It also raises questions about the val~re 
stand ot.1t above the others. . of conventional measures and the too 
This is, of course, what adidas did and great importance that is attached to them. 
dramatically changed the fortunes of their Ad awareness for example tells you 
brand across Europe. It is what Pirelli· did nothing about how the ad works, let alone 
with Carl Lewis in the. tyre market, what about- its effects oh the brand and .is a 
Tango does in the UK. poor measure of advertising when used 
This again has implications for re- . alone. Spontaneous brand awareness is 
search, because if that is what is assumed probably the most misleading measure 
needs to happen, research must simply ever invented by research and yet it is still 
measure whether it does. In doing' so it asked of prac_tically all brands in all adver-
can achieve its aim, which is to explain, tising research surveys. 
as fully f1S it is possible for research to ex- The benefit of this set of four models 
plain, how adverti§ing is working and of how advertising ~orks is that it gives a 
how this is affecting brand relationships. discipline not just for des,igning a survey-, 
There is a final model of course, the but for placing the appropriate importance 
Sales Response framework which I have on any given measure in interpreting the 
mentioned less because it relates mote to results. Advertising does not have to per-
short term promotional effects than longer form outstandingly well on every dimen-
term brand building - shopping coupons, sion for it to be working, it only has to 
trying sample packets, looking out for work in one way. Research, however, has 
specials offers. . to measure all of them, if we are to under-
Again there is a desired brand re- stand how the advertising is working. 
Spontaneous 
brand awareness 
is probably the 
most misleading 
measure ever 
, invented by 
, research and yet 
it is still asked of 
practically all 
brands in all 
advertising 
research surveys. 
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The Court of Justice,and 
the 'Television without 
Frontiers' Directive 
9 July 1997 Judgment of the Court of Justice inJoined Cases: 
Korisumentomhudsmannen v De ~gostini (Svensk~) F~rlag AB (C-34/95) 
Ko~sumentombudsmannen v TV-Shop i Sverige AB (C-35/95 and C-36/95) 
AMen'lber State may penalize an ad-. ve1tiser on acc·ount of misleading advertising coming from another 
Member State but may not do so simply 
on_ the ground that the advertising is di-
rected at children. 
Facts 
' ·Broadcasters established in the United 
Kingdom . and in Sweden broadcast pro-
grammes via satellite to Denmark, Swe-
den and Norway. In those programmes 
they have broadcast various forms of ad-
vertising prohibited . by the Swedish Mar-
keting Practices Law. 
Case C-34195 concerned advertising for 
a children's magazine on din·osaurs which is 
· published in a series by the · company De 
Agostini. . Each issue contains a part of a 
· · model dinosaur which can be completed 
once all the issues in the series have been 
purchased. 111e Consumer Ombudsman has 
applied to the Marknadsdomstol 1 (Market 
Court) for ~n order prohibiting marketing of 
the magazine or requiring De Agostini to 
indicate the number _of magazines needed 
to complete the model. He has also asked 
the Marknadsdomstol to prohibit the mak- · 
ing of any misleading statements. 
Cases C-35195 and C-36/95 con-
cerned respectively Body de Lite skin-
care products and Astonish detergents 
which we~e marketed in television spots 
and which customers could 'order by tel-
ephone. The Consumer Ombudsman 
asked the Marknadsdomstol in effect to 
prohibit TV-Shop from broadcasting mis-
leading advertising. 
Faced with those questions the 
Marknadsdomstol therefore asked the 
Court of Justice whether Article 30 (pro:-
hibiting quantitative restrictions on im-
ports) or Article 59 (providing for free 
movement of services) of the EC Treaty or 
Directive 89/552/EEC (the 'television 
. without frontiers' directive) allow a Mem-
ber State: 
a . to prohibit television advertising 
broadcast from another Member State; 
b. to prohibit television ,ad~: rtising de-
signed to attract the atten.tion of children 
less than 12 years qfage (in the specific . 
case of Case C-34/95Y · 
· 1 
Swedish Law,_;i(C(::{/. 
- \ 
The Swedish I\tfark~tiniPr.a~tice?::Law au_;>, . 
thorizes the Mi.rkna<lsd9~1s'foi. ·to prohibit\ 
advertisingor ariy ·ac{·w·E.ic11 i~ contrary tci ,.  : 
good commercial· pra,~"rice or otherwise " 
unfair towards corisuih~rs or'' other trad~ 
ers. The Court 111a'y 'also . order ·a trader to , . 
provide in I1is 'advertising : rel~vant infor~< 
mation to the consumer. The. Swedish -
Broadc;asting Law provides· that advenis~ .: 
ing must not be designed· to attract the 
attention of children. 
Assessment of the Cou·rt 
A) Misleading advertising broadcast 
from another Member State 
1. Directive 89/552/EEC is designed to 
coordinate the rules of the Member States 
on television broadcasting and eliminate 
obstacles to freedom of broadcasting re-
sulting from disparities existing between 
. the provisions of each Member State. It 
provides that broadcasts from a Member 
State intended for reception in another 
Member State must comply with the leg-
islation of the originating Member State. 
The receiving Member State may not im-
pose restrictions on grounds relating to 
the field coordinated by the Directive. 
The Directive lays down certain princi-
Commercial Communications October 1997 Th_e ·European Col!rt of Justice 
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ples·concerning advertising and its contents. 
·It · undertakes partial coordination which 
does ri'ot automatically exclude application 
. of rules other than those specifically con-
cerning broadcasting of programmes. Noth-
ing therefore precludes a national rule 
protecting consumers, provided that it does 
not involve any seo;:t.nda1y control. There is 
in fact another Community Directive, 84/ 
450/ EEC, which makes the Member States 
· responsible for controlling misleading ad-
vertising in the interests of consumers and · 
the public in general. The receiving Mem- · 
· her State may not therefore be deprived 
of the possibility of takip.g measures 
·against an advertiser in relation to such 
advert~ing, provi4ed that those' meas-
ures do not prevent the retransmission, · 
as s;uch, in its territory of television 
broadcasts coming from another Mem-
ber State. 
2. According to the case-law of the Court, 
prohibitions of television advertising con-
cern in principle _ the selling arrange-
ments for a product. It reiterates that 
national rules which restrict or prohibit cer-
tain selling arrangements are not covered 
by Article 30 of the Treaty if they apply 
to all traders and affect in the same man-
ner, in iaw and in fact, the marketing of 
domestic products and foreign products. 
If, however, the national court were to 
find that the prohibition affects foreign 
products more seriously and is therefore 
caught by Article 30 of the Treaty, it would 
· hav:e to determine whether the prohibi-
tion is necessary to satisfy oyerriding re-
quirements of general public importance 
or one of the aims mentioned in Article 
36. In this regard, the Court refers to its 
case-law according to which fair trading 
and consumer protection are overrid-
ing reqqirements of general public 
importance. which may justify obsta-
cles to the free movement of goods. 
3. It is well established that advertising 
,_broadcast for payment by a television 
broadcaster established in one Member 
State for an advertiser established in an-
other Member State constitutes a _provi-
sion of a service within . the meaning of 
. Article 59 of the Treaty. Consequently, 
where there. are no harmonizing rules ap-
plicable in this field, the domestic rules in 
question involve ·a restriction on the free-
dom to provide services . The national 
court must therefore determine whether 
those provisions are necessary to satisfy · 
overriding requirements of general_ public 
importance,_ whether they are-proportion-
ate for that purpose and whether less re-
strictive means could be used. Referen·ce 
is made here to the case-law of the Court 
. according to which fair trading :and · 
consumer protection are overridi_ng .... 
requirements of general public}m~ 
portance which, ~ay justify obsta_cles_ · 
to the freedom to provide services. · 
B) Advertising directed at children 
The Directive does not preclude a do11?,es-
tic provision wh}ch lays down stricter 
· rules for- television broadcasters estab-
lished in the f erritory of the same Member 
State. This consideration cannot apply to 
television broadcasters established in 
other Member States. 
- The Directive contains a complete set 
of provisions on the protection of minors 
iri relation to televisi.on programmes in 
general and television advertising in par-
ticular. The receiving'State may continue 
to apply its rules having the general pur-
pose . of protectir:ig consumers and minors 
but it may not stop retransmission of a 
broadcast coming_ from another Mem-
ber State or apply provisions having 
the specific purpose of controlling tlie 
. content of television advertising di:-
rected at minors. This would add a sec-
ondary control to the· con:trol which the 
broadcasting State must exercise under the 
Directive: 
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·. Children's advertising, 
consumer protection and"the · 
country of origin principle 
Llonel Stanbrook The Green Pa per on commercial they also refer to the need to reduce ini-Director communications highlighted the . tiation to the product by minors. Indeed, The Advertising 
Association 
wide variation of conm1ercial corn- this assumption is also reflected by the TV 
munications.regulations seeking to protect tobacco advertising ban adopted in 1989 
minors. It also stressed the importance of und~r the · origin~l 'Television Without 
country of origin control for effective pro- Frontiers' (TVWF) _Directive, indicating 
te~t1on of general public and consumer in- concerns about TV's easy accessibility to 
terests. The European Parliament in its children. 
resolution -of 15rh July 1997 · emphatkally Tobacco is not the only product to be 
agreed with the latter but wanted more _ treated in this way. It is argued elsewhere 
coµsideration of the fo1;mer. . .in this issue that the same· type of b~n 
·. : .. , As regards specific regulations in rela- · should be imposed on .TV alcohol adver-: 
;· ... ,. '<\ tion to . children, some Memb~r States .. tising for the same reason. Similarly, pub-
. . ·- · ~- h~ye implemented bans with various de- · lie health inter~st groups stress that 
. ::, :./· ·: -: -~( · grees of severity. The most wide-ranging . . sponsorship of sports events should be re-
·:,,l .:_-\:;~ .. ·:,1.·.· (· i{t'o be found in Sweden,. ~here TV ad- . stricted because they are attended, and 
...... ::·.· ,·',·•· 
_ .. -, · :.(''·,«. 
'\ watched on · televisi~n, by minors. It 
would seem that commer,cial coinmunica-
tion regulation is destined to be framed 
only by the presumed standards of the 
child's perspective. 
· It also suggests, as the European Parliament has 
agreed, that more effective management of the 
· In its resolution, the Parliament criti-
cised the Commission for n0t giving suf-
ficient attention to the protection of 
·minors. It called on the Commission to 
come forward with a more detailed as-
sessment of the effects of commercial 
. communications on children. Although 
the Commission's Communication is only 
likely to be adopted later this year, it is 
undeniable that its proposals must ensur~ 
that the issue of commercial communica-
country of origin principle could improv·e the 
protectwn of general public interest objectives; 
including the protection of mioo,:-s and other 
'vulnerable' consumers in a market increasingly <JPen, 
to cross-border commercial communication services. 
18 ·. 
In add-ition to these rules there are 
others for the commer'cial communication 
services of 'sensitive' products which in-
voke either directly or indirectly the need 
· · to protect children. For example~ the na-
tional bans on commercial communica-
tions of tobacco are claimed to protect 
public health in general but, in particular, 
' 'tions to children is urgently _ addressed 
with the Member States. Recent jurispru-
dence from the European Court of Justice 
confirms that the proposed commercial 
communications committee should focus 
on the question of proportionality. It also 
suggests, as the European Parliament has 
agreed, that more effective management 
of the country o( origin _principle could 
improve the protection of general public 
interest objectives, including the protec-
tion of minors and other 'vulnerable' cori-
sumers ·in a market increasingly open to 
. Commercial Communications October 1997 Country of Origin 
cross-border commercial communication from another Member State; 
services. 
The European Court of Justice has (b) pr~cluding application of Article 11(1) 
begun. to make judgements on ~ number . of the Radiolag prohibiting advertisements 
·of infringement and prej_udicial cases that directed at children?' 
are being placed before .it on the issue of . ;·-: .... · .... _;,, . -.. 
restrictions on children's advertising. One._:._).-. '.Th., · ·. i: ·c< ·. \ .. : ,. · · -- ·. d.· · h.· - · h · TVWF d · ' • h d 
· . · · . · . · · . · -<~·> ;: ·. e ourt. recognise t at t e irective a 
such rulmg was given m July this year. ::; .. ,{~t>•~/)>rfY:·J;:~;j,>/"/Y,: :- . , .. ,. ·;-.','·<:::. ,:,: <i· · . . .. · 
The judgement concerned the COIT).~,:r\:~\<;<j-'iJf4~~rftt?d .the_'f:ff!_ll.;pfTV,adverfising to children fn~~~~~:~n:vi: t~~r~£:~~s~a:::u1:lii~fi,J!ffi£{~[?,.~{~f!if rivement of1V . 
, ombudsman seeking ·w restrain /o~·:1}ttin:<?.l!:f!f.q~f.~;.As .. ~ cq'!'.~~q11,~<;.~·-it_ ruled that the 
. . . ' . . ,. ;:f· .. _~·1 .. \; --(~--,:J.:.~.1 ·,. ."/> '..,·.j/:'~!_--f.:<~-:r:, :~_~,q'.::· ~--:;-.c· . ,.-_. ~ . ··· .. >· ·.~ .. ~-: - ·-{:\.l :~·=-.:: . :~- ~·):··:.-".. .. -_;:~·: .. :. 
Agostini (Svenska) F?r~ag (referred t~ ":~:,~_};,fl;.>f/e§f{ve:·l:!ad toJ1~_inte,rjifeted as precluding the 
De Agostini a company marketing 'a··tJ:r//~/t(t:.,~·ftt·.~::"r~:t · >: a·,,-,.· _. .. ::·. \ _: .• ·:fi/f · ."}'- · : : · . 
' . .. _· .· - -. ·. . ··· : .·· .<~:ct;{i/qppli~q,tio__n to 1Y br~(!,.qc,ast~from other ~ember 
partwork on d_1nosaurs ,aimed ~t ch1ldte..D.-. .iii,~t}:.~-'.,/·;,·,;\,/}t:~:~.)fr;;;:{: .. ;: .:,.:.;, :: ::.>.:-.: '' ·'.'.:'<,l-.·:.,\·7-i·. ,>)ti'. .\';::--.~,- · ,: . . . ., 
with a sales promotion (pb:stic. <lino:'_i/::(~ Stif~1foftheS111edish children's :1V advertising ban. 
saur)) and TV Shop i SvergeAB (refe;reH}I{;_;;··fJf:~:0'fsf{Y(/·:c: . , .. :'. <··~·,:·'(;: 
to as 'TV Shop'' . a teles_hopping channel >)t' :,:r .:'.Th~O"'Co_µ~ . r·ecognised that ' rh:~ TVWF ' 
based in Sweden, which was marketing ·::. ·. D1recdve had co-ordinated the area of TV 
skin care products and detergents). Both_ · · advertising· to children in orde.po allow 
companies were buying media time on a · for the free movement of TV broadcasts . 
. channel based in the United _Kingdom .. As a consequence, it 111,Ied that ~rye Direc- . · 
and broadcasting into Sweden (TV3). · · tive had to ~e interpreted as precluding 
For De Agostini, the consumer om- the application to TV broadcasts from 
budsman wished to take action against. other Member States of the Swedish chil-
r 
the company for breaching the Swedish 1 
ban on TV advertising to children (en-
shrined in Article 11(1) of the Radiolag). 
For TV Shop, the ombudsman sought ac-
tion given that the company was accused 
of making misleading claims regarding 
the properties of the products it was pro-
moting. 
The Swedish Market Court (the 
Marknadsdostol) requested the European 
Court of Justice to give a preliminary rul-
ing on the follqwing questions·: 
'Are Article 30 or Articre 59 of the 
Treaty or Directive 89/552/EEC (Television 
Without Frontiers Directive) of 3 October 
1~89 to be interpreted as: 
(a) preventing a Member State from tak-
ing action against television a.dvertise-
ments which an advertiser had broadcast 
. dren's 1V advertising ban. In other words 
the country of origin (i.e. where, the 
broadcaster is establishedi which in this 
case was the UK) was responsible for the 
regulation of TV adverti~ing to children on 
TV3. 
On . the other hand, the Court also 
judged that nothing prevented the Swed-
ish authorities from taking action against 
· an advertiser who had breached their chil-
dren's ·advertising ban or misleading ad-
. vertising law in an advertisement that he 
had had transmitted by a broadcaster in 
another Member State, as long as that ac_; 
tion did not prevent the re-transmission in 
its territo1y of the TV broadcasts coming 
from that other Member State. 
In conformity with preyious jurispru-
dence the Court reiterated that any such 
ac;:tion would, given that it would restrict 
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•·-s. 
the free move.ment of goods and se1Tices, . ment of goods. It repeated its . case-law 
have to be compatible with the applica- which was explained in the Green Paper, 
tion of bot~ Articles 30 and 59 of the EC · nainely that restrictions to' cross-border 
Treaty. advertising contracts between the adver::. 
With respect to the free movement of . tisets and non-domestic broadcasters 
goods (Article 30) the Court rec·ognised could be imppsed if they: 'were nece~sary 
that the . ban ·on advertising could affect for meeting overriding requirements of 
the free movement of the products ad- gen.eral importance or of one of the aims 
vertised. It then- referred to the Keck- stated in Article 56 of the ·Ee Treaty, 
. Mithouard jurisprudence and ruled that whether they are p1;oportion~te for that 
a Men1ber State could apply such restric- purpose and whetqer those aims or over-
tions if they were .-shown to affect in the . riding cequiremen(( .could _be met by 
same way, 'in law· and in fact', the niar- . · .. measures less restricti've ··of intra-Commu-
keting of domestic products and of those .. nity trade'. . . . .:_; .. : . ' :. 
from other Member States; were neces- . ,, ~·- · Given that .. the pio:t~'c::tio.rt of minors 
sary for meeting overriding requirements : ,' ·.a nd co11sui,neri afe. 9.p\h9u;fy: r,ecognj$ed 
of general public importance · or orie of ·::)·) s~:valid ge11e~al 'int~r?it)>hjectives (con-
. the aims laid down in Article 36 of the Ec·':'J )J'n1e r prqt~~do'n :W:,~s\):f1t ·:~W: 96idive), 
Treaty; were· proportionate for that plir; :·.{,_:L\ )ne.: can conclµde'.'tBa'f tii~:;~_cj_6~rt;_in _this· 
pose and that those . a_ims co~ld not · bi :;wtj1.1di~1.11~rit :·¥1{1or.i;ffK~:JiI~Wr'~i9~1was-
met by less restrictive measures ; The, :: -.c·qibed by _ the ' Gi·e·en :. pa"p~r ro/ assessing 
,Court stressed that an outright ban could_ :_:_::·· p~~pSrt}o~ality:\J ~~t:2~9iplti$ iiity with 
well lead to a discrimination 'in fact' and::'.i, c'on1n1unity law ··o( ih'J{ s'~ edish ··authori-
. could thus· be incompatible with Article._/ ., ties':·appli2a.don of th~It ~·~-wciri':~hilci~en''s 
30. To .quote the judgement: ad\ ertising'aiid thei(frii~le'.~ding -~dvertis-
, ... it cannot be excluded that an OlJt- ing.'i:)}crvision/ to\ :.~bsJ.~bo~~tjer adv~rtising 
right ban, applying in one Member State, · ·. contracts (in' this ·ca~e'.: N1edia 'sales con-
of a type of promotion for a prnduct . tracts) will.depend 2?u\ :i~ily'ori whether it 
which is lawfully Sold there might haYe a iS judged that 'tl1ese··1~estrictionS are pro-
greater impact on products from other portipnate. This is ·why the prop~rtional-
Member States. ' ity assessment methodology that ·the 
Given that the protection of minors and 
. Gree~ Paper -proposes is a valid tool ~ith 
which Member States can objectively dis-
. ~uss how commercial communkations to 
children should be regulated in a Europe 
characterised by an increasing amount of 
cross-border TV and internet based serv-
ices. 
consumers are obviously recognised as valid 
general _interest objectives ( consumer protection 
is such an objective), one can conclude that the 
Court, in this judgement,: endorses the high 
priority ascribed by the Green Paper to 
assessing proportionality. 
20. 
With , respect to Article 59, the Court 
made no reference to the Keck-Mitbouan( · 
jurisprudence suggesting that this re-
mained applicable only to the free move-
Those who are_ still unconvinced by 
the usefulness of count1y of origin con-
trol, may also wish to- consider the impli-
cation of this -judgement as regards the 
regulation of misleading advertising . . Un-
like the TVWF directive that had a coun-
try of origin control clause within it, the 
misleading advertising directive has no 
such clause . Significantly, the Court in 
Commercial Communications October 1997 
the TV Shop case noted that the TVWF. 
directive could not be applied so as to 
remove the authority of the misleading 
advertising directive in the field of televi-
sion advertising. It recognised that the 
essential element of the misleading ad-
vertising . directive was to ensure that all 
· Member States banned misleading a'dver-
. tising . 
. , Two key issues arise from this. First, 
, • ~Jn spite of the harmonising directive, there 
reri1ains a wide divergence of national 
.-·.:·regul~tory views as to what 'misleading, 
-. -· .. <means. TV3 is regulated by the UK regu-
. ·: · · : la tor (ITC). The ITC bans misleading TV 
.· :, '. advertis~ng a~d has provisions to ensure 
" ,:?' that .broadcasters do not transmit such ad-
' ' 
vertising. Yet the Swedish action demon-
. ' strates that what is not seen as misleading 
:fa the ·uK may be considered to be mis-
.. leading in Sweden. In Germany, no sure 
definition exists: the matter is often de-
. fined for the purpose of court action by 
market research. 
Secondly , had TV , Shop, as a 
teleshopping programme service 
supplier (assuming that its teleshopping 
programmes had been judged to be mis-
leading in Sweden) not had any establish-
ment in Sweden, then the directive would 
not have obliged its home Member State · 
to take action against it despite the Swed-
ish concerns. 
From an Internal l\;1arket perspective, 
these facts reveal· that when a country of 
origin clause is not i'ncluded in directives, 
Member States do not in fact lose the right 
to prevent such services from crossing 
. their borders (subject to such restrictions 
being compatible with Articles-30 and 59). 
As a consequence, those Member States 
with high levels of consumer protection 
can adopt such texts despite the fact that 
they believe that other Member States 
' have insufficient levels of consumer pro-
tection. Such texts are therefore inefficient 
. in t~rms of the I~ternal Market, since they 
Country of Origin 
do ·not facilitate _ and might even obstmct 
tree movement. 
From a consumer protection perspec-
tive, they can also be argued to be ineffi-
cient for three reasons. The first , as noted·· 
above, is that they do not force the Mem-
ber States to agree to sufficiently high lev-
1V3 is· regulated by the UK regulator (ITC). The ITC 
bans misleading 1V advertising and has provisions 
to ensure that broadcasters do not transmit .such 
advertising. Yet the Swedish action demonstrates 
that what is not seen as misleading in the 'l!K may, be, ' 
considereit(! be misleading in Sweden.1n·Germany,' :_ 
no sure definition. exists: the mat{er is ';;,ft~\ tefin~d ,,' 
.• . '.'. ' . -·' :-- -- ·,. :· ' 1'. for the purpose of court action by market research. · . 
els of protection at the Community level 
. to allow for free movement. Secondly, 
through their reliance on host country 
control, they ensure __ that · effective and _ 
rapid ·redress in cross~border cases only 
occurs when one of t~e service providers' 
business operations is established and 
therefore sanctionable in the host country. 
Thirdly, they delay the instigation of effec-
tive cross-border redress systems which 
would allow consumers to have faster and 
cheaper access to justice and whose ab-
sence often explains the little trust that 
consumers currently place in the Internal 
Market. 
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European Court of Justice -
Consumer protection and 
television advertising 
The most recent judgement of 'the . European Court1 to look at the area of advertising may have pro-
found implicatiOns for ET) Consumer 
Policy, and has p1:ovoked sor;ne comment 
as to how it will affect' the approach to · 
consumer protection in the area <;>f adver-
tising th~oughout the EU. The case exam-
ines Swedish rneasures which regulate 
television advertising directed at children, 
misleading advertising, and the way in 
1. What is ·the effect of the law of con-
sumer protection in the country of desfr-
na ti.on on the principle of country of 
origin control, and · 
2. Should the national provision banning 
advertising directed at children be upheld 
in light of the 'Television Without Fron-
tiers Directive'?. 
The Decision 
which these interact with EC law on teL- · .1)1e Court of Justice conducted an enquiry 
evision broadcasting and freedom of . ·. · ihto the nature of the Directives on mis-
moveinent. ... feading advertising and 'television broad-
. · -\}'.1 ·.-, .--~-: · ·:C.:,:·,: .,,. . . . ; , casting and the manner in which they 
:·,.:),::<.L_}J.'.):·:· ... ·: .. :::~-,.~,ckground · . , · . · . ~ ·_ ·,.::·fr1ieractwith the provisions on.free move-
. ··.~'.:;;t/<-::;;£:..-r¥~<<tt:.·Th't?'cases ~o'ncerried attempts by the ·">' '{ri'ent of goods (Article 30 of the Treaty) 
~ ~ :~=:::~::: 
. i .::,/l/\{yfJ{?i'tl\·•:~':·\t ip.g' advertising against broadcasters based · Bmadcasting Directive4 literally and noted 
.. . >)1~~~s1f i~ilnf t11:If ii1;11J1~K t~~/~~e:::~erned advertising :~:\!:~;~~:~~;~;:ea~;~ ~~t~~~'.:~1::~ 
1 Joined cases ,C:-34(9\G:3~!2~,arid./\ by_ a Swedish company -for a children's · evision services and to eliminate dispari-
. C-36/95; Konsumentombudsmannen ·"' · k b - d · S d' ·1 · · · b · 1 1 h' 1 
. KO v De Agostini <Sfenska) For1at·: __ pa.rtwor a out mosaurs. we 1s 1 con- ties etween nat1ona _ aws w ic 1 govern 
· AB: ~onsu_mentbodsina~ne,~ y TY::>)umer protection rules2 provide that ad- Jelevision broadcasting services . . The 
Shop I S~en?eAB. Judgement of,the 've1tising is not permitted if it is aimed at Court referred to recital 17 of the pream-Court delivered on 9th July 1997. ' ' · · 
-, · ' ·' ,children under the age of 12. The Con- ble to the Directive to support its view that ~ Article 11 oftheRadioiag0966/7SS) sumer Ombudsman sought to have the the Directive is specifically confined to the 
·'Article2oftheMarket,ngPractices advertising reni.oved, or to require that harmonisation of television broadcasting 
Act (1975/1418) certain· additional information be pro- rules (notably the freedom of reception 
4 Council Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 vided in the advertisement. and a prohibition of measures .which im-
October 1989ontheco-ordinationof Joined cases C-35/95 and C-36/95 p'ede retransmission) and is therefore 
certain provisions laid down by law, d · k d S d · h h d f · 
regulation or administrative action in concerne an action ta en un er we 1s wit out preju ic~ to existing or uture 
MemberStatesconcerningthepursuit ,law by.the Consumer Ombudsman in re- Community rules in other areas, such. as · 
of television broadcasiing activities spect of a television shopping channel; in . competition or consumer policy. (OJ 1989 L298/23). Colloquially this 
directive is known as the 'Television particular in relation to certain statements The Directive lays down certain rules 
Without Frontiers Directive'· made in advertisement spots for skin care governing the content of television adver-
22· 
products ~rid detergents. The Swedish tising such as prohibitions on the advertis-
Marketing Practices Law allows the Mar- . ing of tobacco and cigarettes; conditions 
ket Coi1rt to prohibit advertising which is for advertising to minors; Testrictions on 
unfair or misleading to .consumers.3 alcohol advertising and so on. This, the 
Two questions were referred to the ' Court notes, is merely a partial regulation 
court by the Swedish Market Court under · of advertising and marketing practice on 
Article 177 of the Treaty and they can be television. 
summarised as follows: It follows that although the Directive 
may have the effect of prohibiting Mem--
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ber States from impeding retransmission 
on their terr~tory of broadcasts from other 
Member States on grounds relating to tel-
evision advertising and sponsorship, it . 
cannot have the effect of excluding com-
pletely and automatically the application 
of rules other than those specifically relat-
. ing to the broadcastirTg and distribution of 
Consumer protettion 
provisions of another Community meas-
ure, something which is not possible un-
der EC Law.6 Thus the Court found that 
the Broadcasting rnrectJve cannot be in-· 
terpreted so as to prevent the taking of 
action by· ·a Meni.ber State against adver-
tisements which come from another Me.m-
ber . State. . . 5 Council .Directive 84/450/EEC of 
. .· ·.· . , _· .. , . . 10 September 1984 on the approxi-
;;;Erf i~~~ef ~;~ Ef ~~ri~!h~l · .. E;:ili !lii;{{{f ~i~l~i~i1J1 ~,l~~cr~f £;}~:f §l~I~,~~; 
retransmission in its own territory may ~e •···_ Jreity' b,.i~.V,~~i9!:i (viz. ;.11rtic:~es 3Q}in1.?9.t,}t\:6t;:;\~-781~~ al:~;rr:_~t;~'. 
permissible providing . thanhey are for , ,'. the Court'actepted that the decision of the {."i ForbrukerOmbudet V Mattel Scan-
other purposes and do not ~nvolv~ a. Se~- _- \:~~qdJ1f{i~s!i.t~}(p{~?7: ,:·I11~?1.1s)~ef~ J~i ~~.{~rt~i;;:iil~;t ~:rp~~;~~-~~TA 
ondary control of broadcasts by th(: receiv-: ,::-/·Jatio);1 t9yering . teleyision .adveitising 'frt a /:-:}J -~i-, . · 
ing Member States: Thus th~ applk;tio~ by . ::}}p'art)~\{J{ i.::~;f .rfr i{ ~!; o ::"~'?"n~e.rHe_~)~ 1Ifi]!\'.{:s::tI2(93 [1995] 1 ECR 179 
a Member State of rules which .have the · selling ·arrange~eri.tsfor_:products f~pm)r,f pa:.a40; see Cases C-267/91 and 
general· aim of consumer ·p.rofectio
0
r1and .· 'that sector:' .The Court also relied on 'the {cC:>268/91 [1993] 1 ECR 6097. 
which are designed to regulate advertising .. ,;dedsfo'~ fi{ t:'l~~-: Keck-Mitho0itard 2ise~l :ro ·::-' 
and marketing do not fall within the the ·:effect that national measures' prnhib- .: 
scheme of measures which a're prohibited . iting or r~stdcting certain _selling arrange::. ' 
by the' Directive. .. - ments are not covered by Article 30 (the 
Wh.at the Court sought to do was to · free move·ment of goods principle).so 
distin.guish ·between the type· of measure long as they: · 
which Sweden had put in place, which is 
a consumer protection law and which 
governs and imposes restrictions and pos-
sible financial penalties on advertisers 
generally, and a measure which has the 
· specific and sole aim and purpose of re-
stricting the reception or retransmission of 
TV broadcasts. · 
Th9se opposing the actions .of the 
Consumer Ombudsman argued that this 
interpretation by the Court would under-
mine the purpose and arm of the princi-
ple of country of origin control. Even a 
restriction which relates solely to advertis-
ing has some impact on television broad:. 
casting, they argued. · 
In response the Court stated that this 
argument implied that Directive 84/ 450/ . 
EEC5 on Mi.slea_ding Advertising might be 
robbed of its effect insofar as it related to 
tdevision advertising. This would there-
fore be in. contravention of the express · 
• apply to aU traders operating, within 
the national . territory' and 
• affect in the same manner the market-
ing of domestic products and those from 
other Member States. 
i 
The application by a Member State of rules which 
have the general aim of consumer protection and 
which are designed to regula,te advertising and 
' marketing do not fall within the scheme of measures 
which are prohibited by the Directive. 
Since the operation of the Swedish 
prohibition affected all n~tional as well as 
EU advertisers, it would only remain to 
consider whether it has a .dffferent effect 
on · marketing or promotion as between 
mtional and other~EU products. Since this 
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...... 
'' Para. 45. 
111 Para. 51 
11 See para. 61. 
is a matter of fact for the-Swedish Market 
Court (from whom the reference was 
made) to decide,· it was not the subject of ' 
a definitive pronouncement by the Court 
of Justice. 
on the fre.edom to provide services en-
shrined in the Treaty may result from the 
application of additional rules· in the · 
country of destination to p~rsons who are 
already subject to· different rules in an-
other Member State. 10 This is for the 1na-
tional Court to decide before it can move 
on to an assessment of whether the meas-
ure may be justified. 
Conflict of Laws 
Interestingly however, the Cornt vv1ent 
on to remind the national cornt that even if 
the Swedish.prohibition did fall foul of Arti-
cle 30, the national coult must also make 
certain that the prohibition was not justified 
in accordance with Article -36 of the Treaty ·_ 
. which provides that measures rhay be justi~.·-r ... The . Cour! -~~s9 J~oke,d at the question of 
fled on the grounds that they ar~ necessary the conflict between the domestic law 
to satisfy oveffiding requirements of public prohibiting adv~itisifrg which is designed 
importance prs>viding that they are propor- .. t9 attracfthe \ i#eption·_ofchildren under 
tionate to that purpose, and t~1at they a.re ~he . 12 iq ~~.~4e
0
d:·i~_d tI-ie··pri~ciple of Com-
least restrictive measures avaifable_ for that . ·: rn~-~ity .. f~%~~~prifs~-~A)~: the 'Television .. 
purpose9. At Par. 46, the · Cou'~t points _out ·/, :··, Without if$9t1ff~'.': 61f~i_tive'. The Court 
that fair trading and the pr~tect~on_ of ;con~ :i·:r:;.·riote=~ tli~f ~fo~1.; :jcf\p ( the Directive pro-
sumers generally fall hit9 tht\ ~~ltegory oL.:.·.;.· v. ides: ~~!]1}4~'~;}J?{(f?:ffe( f1re ' not pre- -~. 
'oven"iding requirements of general public · ,, duaed fr'onff pplyirig i11ore strict rules for 
. . " . . \. .. . · ··, . .. •.,, ·c:;_:":"'·~··,•tJ, ,··:: . '.-: .. , •. ,,:,, -'.,·,,:,:.-.,\ .· .. ··. . . . . 
im,p011ance' in Article 30; although it is televisiori .. 6~·oaqcasters.· e·stablished in their 
···- '- .• .. • •-' . . ··, .. ---·:-···) ..• ~ .. 7-·._;~_,·~~?;;..,,1;,.-'f~.~-:;.:~\i-~t·;/i,: ,·_:. :··i~f. '-:.:~··::.'· 
again left to the national Court tO detem1ine own terrH9ry\fi{:t}/.\~{;\,,_;.,. . . . . 
~hether the pi;ohibition in this case is pro~ , ... _._., f h{~J?i.YA:1ii~B:aih~i~Je·d to the fact that 
·po1tionate to the aim or not capable of be~ · ~11~· Dfrec#yf:;11} ad,/ contains a set of pro-
ing achieved by less-restrictive means/ : .: - visi6ri{~:_hi~it '·ifrcivide for the protection 
. The Cornt took a similar line in look- · of :rninor{a.0d ~~-- to what is permitted in 
ing at the effect of the Treaty provisions ·. the ·realir(of ·re_l~~{s.ion·, adveitising (Arti-
on the freedom to provide services (A11i- . des 16-22). it is· for the ·country of origin 
de 59), and stated that the Member State to ensure that these provisions are corn-
is not precluded from taking measures plied with. This does not prevent the 
Crucially, howeve~ the Court found that under tbe 
country of destination from applying 
measures which have as their aim the pro-
tection of consumers or minors in general, 
. provided ~his does not ~mount to a pre-
vention of retransmission of TV broad-
casts as such. 
terms of the mrective, the country of destination is 
not permitted to apply provisions which are 
designed to control the content of television · 
advertising with regard to minors. 
24 
against television advertisers provided 
that they comply with Aitides 59 and 56 
. (similar to Article 36, but applies to serv-
ices) of the Treaty: 
The Court did note that since the rules 
. covering the provision of this service have 
not been harmonised, then the restriction 
Crucially however, the Court found 
· that under the terms of the Directive, . the 
country of destination is not permitted to 
apply provisions which are designed to 
control the content of television adve1tis-
ing with regard to minors, since this is 
now covered by the Directive and applied 
in a harmonised fashion in line with the . 
principle of count1y of brigin. To do so, 
the court held, would amount to a sec-
· Commercial Communications October 1997 Consumer protectf:on 
ondary control in this area . I I 
Applying this, the Court ruled that the 
Directive precludes the operation of a 
measure which provides that advertise-
. ment content on television must not be ' 
designed to attract the attention of chil-
dren under 12 years of age insofar as that 
measure is applied 'to broadcasts from 
other Member States. Therefore, the Court 
: : ' has _ effectively n1led that Article . 11 of the 
, ,-. S~ edish Radio lag was preclltded by virtue 
. .. o{ the . fact '.thifjt infringed . 'the principles 
· -·· of the '.Television Without Fr.on tiers Direc-
: ~-;': \ ive'' ·at least_ withr egard ~() its operation 
\'\n. ttie· case· cif th(De°Jlg'ostini advertise-
. ; .· ,.m.erit, since that adve1~tisement came from 
:_.,.>·:abroad. . .. ,• . ' . .. 0• • • • 
.·,.r, :·1 ... 
··:---Summary .:. . \. •, ~::. . ! 
· Iri its judgement, the Court effectively 
ruled that the Television Without Frontiers 
Directive does not exclude the application 
of rules other than those specifically con-
: cerning the .broadcasting and distribution 
of programmes (e .g. national rules on 
consumer protection). National rules will 
apply provided they do not represent a 
secondary control of broade::asting which 
stands in addition to the control carried 
out by the host Member State. The fact 
that the Directive provides a s~t ofrnles to 
govern TV advertising ~lirected at minors 
precludes th_e operation of additional 
rules in this specific field by Member_ 
States. · 
The Court also found that the Mislead-
ing Advertising Directive, and other con- · 
sumer protection measuies, can be used to 
ground measures taken by a Member State 
against an advertiser even in relation to TV 
advertising broadcast from another Mem-
ber State, provided that such measures do 
not as such prevent the retransmissio·n in . 
its territory of a TV. broadcast coming from 
that Member State. · 
More crucially perh,ips for consumer 
la 'wy ers , is the restatement by the Court of 
the principle that the protection of con-
sumers i~ ari overriding requirement in the 
public interest, which may under certain 
circumstances justify obstacles to the free 
movement of goods or restrictions on the 
freedom to provide services, and the ex-
tension of this principle to the area of ad'.. 
vertising and-television broadcasts. 
This decision leaves open the ques-
tion as to how far a Member State may go 
before crossing the thin line between. a 
measure which infringes the· basic prin-
The Court also found that the Misleading 
Advertising Dfrective, and ()ther consumer 
protection measures, can be used to grollnd 
measures taken l?Y a Member State ~gai~st an 
. "' .' . • ; 
advertiser even in relation to 1V advertising · 
broadcast from another Member Stat~. · 
ciples of freedom to transmit, to promote 
goods, and to provide services (as re-
quired by the 'Television Without Fron-
tiers Directive' and enshrined in the 
· Treaties respectively), and a measure 
which is necessary for the protection of 
consumers. In so doing it seems to me 
that the Court has somewhat restricted 
the operation of the 'Television Without 
Frontiers Directive' in the sense that its 
advertising J?rovisions conflict with the 
· requirement to attain a high standard of 
consumer protection (in some cases to a 
· standard higher than. the protection pro-
vided in EC Directives). 
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Advertising-and children 
The effects in schools and 
on-chHdren's diet 
I 
The influence in schools 
A dvertising . e. xtends eveiywhere, can be found everywhere. It targets all, eve1y social cl~ss, eve1y age group 
and reaches them everywhere. Even at 
school. And schools are often obliged to 
seek additional sources of funds. The follow-
ing question therefore a1ises: are advertising 
and school incompatible? Not necessarily, 
because it can suppo1t educational activities 
in schools by means of the firi~ncial suppott 
it brings. In any case,· certain :~thical stand-
ards i1mst be respected. And, moreover, the 
advertising message must be considered dif-
fereptly, according to whether it is children, 
teadi'ers'or headmasters/rnistresses who are 
.targeted. .. . . . . . . 
,.}llis, is .the reason why DG XXIV (Con-
' sumer Policy) put out to tender a survey on 
commercial activities in schools, at primary 
- and seconda1y levels. (the most targeted age 
groups)1; the deadline was mid July 1997. 
The objective is to analyse and assess the 
impact of advertising and rnarke,ting on 
schools (by different forms of marketing, ta1:-
get groups and categories of sponsors), to 
draw up an invento1y and to carry out an 
analysis of both legislative ai1d voluntary 
national regulations, and. finally to propose 
s.uggestions to 'allow the Co1111~1ission to 
judge whether a proposal on a European 
Code of Good Practice would lead to an im-
provement of the current situation' . 
Will a European Code of Good Practice 
result from this study? It is going to take ap-
proximately a year to have a rough idea, since 
it will depend on the res'ults themselves. How-
ever, it is ce1tainly the case that it is not nec-
essarily the 'jungle' in all Member States. 
Certain industries have . published their own 
rules. Thus, at an international_ level,-the Inter-
national Chamber of Commerce (ICC) has set 
up an international Code of Good Practice re-
lating to -advertising which provides both a 
regulatory framework and regulatory proce-
dures, which have been adopted in several 
countries. The objective of the ICC Code is to 
promote high ethical standards in marketing. 
It. addresses the issue of children and adver-
tising with both general and specific provi-
sions. An a1ticle in these provisions says that 
advertising must not exploit the natural gulli-
bility or the lack of experience of children and 
must not dist_ort their sense of loyalty. Nor 
must anything harm their psychological de-
velopment. On the other hand, certaif1; coun- . 
tries hardly publish any rules whereas others, 
like Sweden, have completely banned -all 
commercial activities directly targeting chil-
dren. European regulations usually result 
from these differences. 
The influence on eating habits 
It is not the first time that DG XXIV has 
taken pa1t in the financing of a study on the 
influence of adve1tising on young consum-
ers: There is, in fact, already a report named 
'A spoonful of sugar'2 published in 1996 and 
carried out by Consumers ·.International 
which dealt with food advertising targeted 
at children. 
This repo1t went far beyond the frame-
work of the European Union as it was car-
ried out in collaboration with UNICEF, the 
UK Health Education Authority, the Swed-
ish Consumer Agency and the UK Network 
Foundation. The conclusion is that there is 
a lack of European · legislation in this area. 
Indeed, no reference to children is made in 
any regulation . Moreover, there 1s no study 
on the long-term impact of adve1tising on 
children. However, eating.habits of children 
were noted, specifically a demand for prod-
ucts which were usually not part of the eat-
ing habits of the region or city they lived in. 
It is not the introduction of foreign habits as 
· such which is the issue, but the introduction 
of bqd habits, such as those currently 
adopted by children in Southern Europe, 
which has had the reputation up to now of 
having very healthy dietary standards. Ac-
. cording to DG XXIV, this shows the evident 
influence of advertising. 
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Responsible adZ?ertising 
Responsible advertising 
· Perceptions of television advertising 
and unnecessarYregulation · 
The question of advertising directed at children, and particularly tele-visioh advertising, is a very rel-
evant issue for all of us. It is an issue that 
vv~ in Europe, and especially in Scandina-
via, have been debating very intensively 
over the last couple of years. 
I want to focus Q.fl some of the expe-
- riences we have had in D'enmark while 
working on the issue in co-operation with 
a number of parties wein the toy.indus-
try would normally regard as .our competi-
tors and with wh?m w~ normally ~nly 
· meet to settle disputes. However, I believe 
our experience demonstrates there is an 
alternative and nhis appro.ach has already -
been named 'the Danish rnodel'. , · . 
i;_ •. ..:·. _:,. 
Since 1994 the EU has revised the so-
, ' . 
called 'Broadcasting Directive' (Television --
·without Frnntiers), regulating; ~mong 
. other things, advertising fo children. This 
process of revision was followed closely by 
TIE and by our affiliates in Brussels. It ·soon 
became very dear to us that our Brussels 
initiatives needecl to be complemented by 
local, national, action if we were to corn-
. municate effectively our points of view. 
During the summer of '95 the major 
toy~ companies in Denmark - Mattel Scan-
dinavia, Hasbro Nordic and the LEGO 
Group, therefore decided to co-operate to 
follow and ·make our voices heard in the 
ongoing debate in Brussels. We also de-
cided to have a platform ready for'the es-
calation of the debate in Denmark. 
At first, our strategy was to raise the 
profile of the issue as little as possible. It 
· was felt that, if we did not do this, we 
would merely-c~eate a situation where we 
were always either merely defensive or 
demonstrating a wilful lack of understand-
ing or sensitivity when confronted with 
criticism of our advertising towards chil-
dren. This 'low-profile' attitude hacl 
worked previm1sly because advertising to 
children was never an issue in Denmark. 
Therefore, our first initiatives w·ere to 
focus on our contacts with Danish MEPs Tau Steffensen 
and relevant members of the Danish par- European Marketing 
liament, the minister of Cultural Affairs - Manager -
and the relevant civil servants. Lego Systems A/S . 
This was done in a· very reactive way 
and was very low profile. No atte!llpt was 
made to make any contact/for exampfe, 
with the press on the maner. -· · :;/ • · 
•, .. ; 
Howe'(er, during ··.· theChnscrniisor:95• ·... ·• ... • ... .... .......• ii .·. • ...... ·.  .....· • 
There were those v.~hO ·advBcatea ·:a.- ban - --
. on all television adve111;In'i1rB'·:ch1i<lr~h.: -
, . This new situation forced"~?tci\ecoff- It soon b~came 
sider our strategy. \Ve discussed w_hether we · · · - - - ·- - , 
'very clear 'to us 
should maintain our approach or.whether it 
should be change_d. Perhaps -~e ~eeded to that our Brussels 
be more pro-active and seek to explain and initiatives needed 
support our opinions with more and clear 
tobe positions supported with hard evidence, 
rather than merely defending ourselves. compl;emented by 
After a long period of consideration, loca~ nationa~ 
dLfring which the attitude tended to be 
·let's wait and see ', it was decided to action if we were 
change OUf ! Strategy 180 degrees in the to Communicate 
spring of '96. · 
However, the ne\\· strategy was not effectively our 
only pro-active in approaching who ever points of view. 
could be Interested in this.subject with our 
arguments and facts, but involved a, new 
dimension. We wanted to involve our 
former opponents and to start to work to-
gether with them instead of working 
against them. The strategy was to give the 
old adage 'if you can't beat them, join 
them' a completely new dimension. 
A n'umber of actions were initiated 
both as a group and as individual compa_: 
nies._ These were all orchestrated to build 
up to \vhat we hoped could be a climax -
27 
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· Such research · 
material as was 
drawn upon dated 
back to the time 
before commercial 
tel.evision stations 
were introduced 
to the Danish 
media world 
28. 
· the first open public hearing in Denmark w~s to . fill in one of the biggest gaps we 
about children and advertising which we had 'identified - the lack of up-to-date 
fro111: the LEGO Group arranged at our Danish research material in this field. 
\ 
headquarters in Denmark. In the dialogue we had had so far, and 
When planning this public hearing, it as one of the clear conclusions to have 
was decided to make sure that all view- emerged from the public hearing, it was 
' points we1·e put fo1ward and that repre- acknowledged that the arguments and the 
sentatives from all parties, even those different positions yvere based on unques~ 
most critical' in the .public deb~te, should tioned prejudice. Such research material ·as 
be invited to present their arguments. . was drawn upon dated back to the time 
This initiative and the fact that we before commercial television stations were 
wanted to invite all parties toJhe_ debate · introduced to ,the Danish media world. 
came as a big surprise_ to politicians and -.:0' one: opt'l'~n ·was ro draw upon the · 
organisations with Vfhom we normauy · large amourit\)f international research that 
were .only commu~kating in writing. L · . ·already ~iist :on this topic, especially from 
remember dearly"'the surprise they aH had ,, . ,-Jhe ,US_ apdjJK. In fact, we did try that 
when I visited the.ir( and asked if the\: -it_\r'eiy~ e_a;ly· irf th~ process; · ·. . 
would like to participate in this debate<'·\- /{i\F~\ 'i-iof eV?i;' '1ve soon re~lised. that the 
. In the ei:id, ,~ _e ,~fldG.9. up with a· p~ne,_i:'./ ·,,:/poJfti~.)in{ ai1d;\onsu111er organisations 
consistirig o( ,.:'.:.-:;;:tj:r.Jt~/t.· .. : .. '.·· .. '. ?'.{},:.'.){:·,::l;~yv:~-;~ ,y~'i}~,itI'stant to usJ 'I~temational or 
• one meri1b~/oi ti;~: banish ParH~n1e~f :. \?~y
1
~~i~tbif ~}iridi.na vian °findings as an in-
that had beeq adyocating a total bafr; ::: /t'-{dicitior{to}1~V{ Danish childrep and adults 
• one Danish,'n1?n1ber of the Euro'pea~ :i,t{'~ej-~ f~pkirig\{t TV advertising for chil-
parliament that was r:os'frh,~\~ a·dve.1tisi~g<' .. ,.tdre.h." :'.\f e'\vei~;''often confronted with the 
to children;, , . . ·. . '; · · . , >< ->. :,/.f'ai~gur11f~i th~t l)anish children and parents 
• · the chairman. of tI1°e Danish Consun~er: ,:,t:,~-r~( io~~~ha'(different and spectal. 
Council ~ repre.senting an· organ1satio~ . :_:,:.·:'.'. .. Thef~\va~ a.number of considerations 
that, at that time, was the mos~ negative · "- that' we had t6 take into account before 
critic of TV advertising; · lat1nchi~g the new Danish research: 
• a representative from a Danish corn- : 1. · Ffrst!y, our group was expanded by 
· mercial television station; companies reflecting · other areas of the 
• two of the most important Danish re- 'Children Industry' like Kellogg's and Mars, 
searchers within children and media; as well as o~ganisations like the Danish 
• and finally two industry representa'- advertising assQciations. It was obvious 
tives. that these new players had some different 
What then of the result of this hearing? attitudes and policies towards this 'pro-ac-
Overall the result of the hearing was tive' strategy. We felt it was very important 
very positive and established a construe- for the sake of the project that this issue 
tive dialogue between all pa1ties. Already, was not argued by the toy indust1y alone, 
during the hearing, you could see a clear but that all pa1ties with an interest in adver-
tendency towards a softening· of some of tising to children should work together. 
·the most critical opinions a!ld it was evi- 2 Secondly, it was clear from the begin-
dent to all of us that the different parties ning that if the co1npanies were to put a 
were drawing closer to each other. substantial amount of money and effort 
Based on the success we had with this behind the ii1itiative it was of paramount 
arrang~ment ,we decided to continue our importance that any analysis should stand 
co-operative strategy and the next project as an entirely independent and thor-
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oughly professional research study. It Danish consumer ombL1dsman, the na-
shotdd not be possible to dismiss the tional consumer agency and with th~ Min-
, analysis as merely a statement from istry of Culture, in order to ensure that their 
clearly commercial interests. · viewpoints, their specific concerns and 
3 The timing for the conducting of such suggestions were integrated into the st:1..1dy. 
research was very crucial. It should not be This very open dialogue was much ap-
possible to dismiss the analysis and the preciated but, again, it also came as a sur-
findings because the stt1dy had been car:- prise that co~npanies were daring enough to 
ried out duri.r:ig · a le;s . intensive period of . take up this issue voluntarily. For our part, 
ad_~erti~iq.g ~ctivio/ .':· ·::,< /.:.)~\,' · .. />; : .: it gave:us an opportunity to explain our at-
;·, .'4 ,··: · F1naUy',.'/the : r~~ults '_o(Jhe r~search :litudes and viewpoints in the deve_loping 
:,"· _:·could obv~9\1sly fl()l: b&'gltaian;t~ed in ad- · process in a m~re informal way., 
.: : ~·ance.Th~}::ompan'ies it1\T,()lyed _t~erefo·r~ . The final Stlidy was available at the 
c)th~s}? c.~~rii \1~<-~r; <rhfy_i ?P\9.v#;g.)tt~~ . ·end of February '97' and released at a . 
. : :'·/..aria,lysi_~ ~h.8~~9,tl1at)0.~ cgn)p~µi~~:.~er.e_ 'press conference held in Copenhagen in 
; .;, compro.m,r~e~l in·' their cla.iins?n1 that · the beginning of March, where the analy-
'._:\'!1tfit~t~~elh~i!tJlr?i}ir~i1t;f!t~t%~· ..  ;~;e~::t:;e;:~~:~. t~~ :~:g:a::1:~, 0! 
i:~xisti.ng p~'~ish J~gislatio~>: ··' . :.;/(\ :r :: ,: : ·copy was forwarded to all members of the 
. . . BL1t in .the ·end we all felt that ou·r faith · . . Danish Parliament standing committee for 
. in the matter was strcmg. Furth~rrrib;e, we· cultural affairs as well ,- as relevant Danish 
concluded that if the analysis would come · · members qf the European Parliament. 
to a criticaJ° conclusion in connectio·n with What has then been achieved through 
specific details it would be better, perhaps this new strategy and the analysi? as such? 
particularly from a public relations per- First ofall the overall reaction has been ex-
spective, to correct them voluntarily than tremely positive and the general headlines 
-to be forced to do so by legislation. in the press was; 'Children have no prob:. 
So we finally decided to. make the big- l~ms with understanding television advertis-
gest ever study in Denmark into children ing·. At t~e same time, the Danish consumer 
and TV advertising to be carried out in Council officially announced that the 
November/December '96. present Danish system and regulation were 
The task was· given to the most re- fully acceptable and that they saw no reason 
spected research company in Denmark. for changing the present status qua. , 
At the same time it was decided to take on It is our clear impression, that the pro-
contract the leading Danish researcher. active approach with the public hearing, 
Her previous studies in this field had of-' the involvement of all parties in the con-
ten been quoted by organisations and ducting of the analysis, and the ongoing 
politicians who were critical of advertis- dialogue have contributed to convince 
ing. In public, she had often stated that many a politician and consumer organisa-
u pdated research material such as we tion that they would gain nothing from fo-
were proposing was needed. cusing on this issue in the public deb~te. 
From: the beginning it was a major con-' In a longer perspective; we have suc-
cern for all of us tha·t the parties which ceeded in
1 
not .only opening a door to co-
were critical should be involved in the operation, but in reality we are pl.~ying 
preparation of the study. A number of the same game and pursuing the same 
meetings were held with representatives objectives - to have free, but responsible, 
from the Danish consumer council, the ad\·ertising. 
From the 
beginning it was a 
major r:oncern,for 
all of us that the 
parties which 
were critical 
should be involved 
in the preparation 
of the study. 
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Television advertising 
directed at children 
Lene Hansen 
Director 
GfK. Danmark 
\ 
Let there be no doubt that advertising directed at children works. The manufacturers know it, the parents 
know it and the children acknowledge it. 
From the study it is difficult to identify 
any real problems with television adver-
tising as, in general, the attitude is relaxed. 
The children are used to television adver-
·tisements, they interpret them correctly in 
general and get - except 'in a few cases -
an immediate positive experience of the 
product. In additiop, in some cases televi-
sion comrhercials can be a positive help in 
making a 'want' list. ·-··· 
There is also a very relaxed attitude 
1 Thechildrenarerecruitedfromthe towards children's t'elevision habits in 
Copenhagen area and it was ensured 
thattheycouldwatchbothTV2and . generaL As long as they do not let their 
TV3. This in practice .means they_ . activities be controlled by the television 
can watch a wide range of other ' · d 1 · h d · 1 11 
channels as well. These children are, .. an a_S ong .as t . ey. 0 not react p 1ysica Y 
. . therefore, to be considered as to what they are watching (by getting vio-
'satellite children', with a somewhat l d) 1 
I . f 1 . . . ent or scare , apparent y the paren_ts arger consumpt10n o te ev1s10n 
than the country average·. The 2-4 have no p~oblems with children watching 
hours of watching television include television. If the childr_en do react physi-
watching videos. . . 
cally the parents interfere, turn off the tel-
evision or make sure that the children do 
not watch the progra111mes in question. 
Tbe children are used to television advertisements, 
they interpret them correctly in general and get 
- except in a few cases - an immediate positive 
experience of the product. 
30 
This broadly liberal outlook also af-
fects the attitudes to television advertising 
directed to children. As long as parents do 
not feel that the children's demands get 
out of hand, they do not see a problem 
with this influence. They reason that the 
children - if they do not react physically 
(do not get violent, scared or start to pes-
ter) - are not harmed by it. 
In relation to the above it is impo1tant 
to keep in mind that the attitude towards 
television habits in general, and television 
advertising specifically, is not' especially 
positive in the population as a whole. 
. One might have expected, therefore, the 
parents to have expressed a less relaxed 
attitude than was the case. 
Watching television is generally re-
garded as a 'low status' occupation (un-
like, for example, an interest in .cinema 
and literature)'. 'When there is no pressing 
r~quirement' to do something more 'sig-
nificant' one can always watch television! 
Popular references to the television, 
'dummekasse' and .-flimmeren' (Danish 
slapg for the television, which means '.the 
idiot box/the box'), speak for themselvC:s. 
As for television ·commercials, some 
general prejudices are also apparent . . 
· When discussing them in depth, hqwever, 
they turn out to be prejudices as opposed . 
to real .attit.udes and perceptions ·wl1ic=li 
emerge when talking, about one_·s· o~n. ,, 
children. · · · · - · .- '. · 
Children watch relatively 
·. a lot of television 
Children watch a lot of television - be-
tween 2-4 hours a day1 - according to the 
parents. They watch quite a lot in the 
· morning, in the afternoon, and early 
evening before they go to qed around 8-9 
p.m .. Television .is watched more at the 
weekends in general. This pattern of 
viewing is partly because of morning 
television and pa1tly because the family is · 
gathered in front of the television in the 
evening (Friday and Saturday evenings). 
Television is generally waJched more in 
winter than in the summer. 
The children watch a wide variety ~f 
programmes such as cartoons, nature pro-
grammes, old Danish movies, family enter-
tairunent shows, series about and for youth 
(such as, for example, 'Baywatch' and · 
'Beverly Hills' where viewing is particularly 
high amongst girls). They also watch 'ac- · 
tion' programmes like, for example, 'Sta-
tion 2' (a police documentary series) or 'Liv . 
eller drd' (Rescue 911) Thes~ last are popu-
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lar primarily with boys from 8-9 years old. to children has made the children almost . 
Children below 8-9 years typically immurie. With advertising pressure so in-
watch the children's programmes. When te~se,' the children are simply not capable 
they get older there are other programmes of demanding everything. Equally, be-
that are more interesting. The time when cause of the number of commercials, the · · 
children's programmes become too 'child- parents · are able to better explain how it , 
ish' apparently depends on whether the is not possible to buy everything on·e · ·.' ,, · 
·children have oldecsjsters and brothers or might see. In the early days, when adver~ .~ ./ . ·.· :r-,i·<:}i.:i.;-,; 
~:; ;~::~:r a;~i~~di:r ;:~:s d~;p~:;1e;~ ~;~n:,;:~:~:: :a:r:o:t~;; ,~:~~:~e·it1.]t~W?Ji;;r~~tt~\;,/ .. ,. : : . > 
skip the childrer:i's programmesfa~ter. An according to mothers, that created a ,(e.'Y.S:y)/ ., .. :·~~ ·?:~ .'·.-:':. "<.':, 1 
~:l~!~l::~~~e:::~::!ea c~t~l:~~:!::. . more problems. . ·.· . , , . J .~1Y{l , , ,l~i}t/?·/. , :r 
When the children are ab·out 9-10 W'bilst moth~s do not believ.e"tl;J,ef h_~v_e}iny ;~t: ·; ): :.-, ·_.· ····( !;.. 
years old the parents begiri to 'loosen . ,·._.· ~-.... , _ _. , . · .. '· .. ';:,:fY..'~t,.:,Jfr>n<r¥o/1fi/:i-;,·.~:::'··.;;·., '·">· ... _.·~. 
their grip' over them. in relation to their problems with children dernii:ndi1J,g·~c/,ji~ff.,i11,g' :'.':~:\.:/.\ > .. 1/? television habits .. At this point, the ·.chi!- ·... , they have seet'l ~; teiJdnsion,Ji{!i~f lt{g~#1i1'.it;,J}:\ ;J 
. dren get their own television set in their . believe that the children are ~f~la{,fpely'}n:~is.tent. ;" ?·' ,;/ -· 
:~~::;;~! ~:~: t~h:~:h~~:a~ ~:::~~i . . . . . .. .. ·'• ...... . ... · ·. !f .f ~r:;i~J,tf :!'tt;itf? . 
children also often watch television alone In relation to this, ~3differencebe"'. ". '. · · <, ::·,.,:,. ·.\ · · 
(maybe toget~er with sisters and broth- tween the experience of the mothers and : ; ·}':}['..'.> 
ers) , except when they are watching fam- fathers can be ,ident1fied. Whilst mothers· , · · ·; ·' .. 
Hy entertainment shows and maybe .. do not believe they have any probl~m.s .. · 
cartoons at weekends which the'ir father with children demanding something they 
also wants to watch. If the children are have seen on television, . fathers tet;1d to 
going to see a scary movie the parents believe that the children are relatively in- . 
usually watch too. sistent. This difference in perception may 
Parents are generally 
not negatively disposed 
. towards advertising 
Parents are in the main not negatively dis-
posed towards television commercials to 
children. They have grown accustomed to 
them as part of the media landscape and 
the children develop an increasingly criti-
cal attitude as they grow older. On the 
other hand it is also acknowledged that 
commercials create a sense of 'need', that 
they 'cheat the children', and that the chil-
dren get 'tired of them' when the same 
commercials appear again a0,d again. 
When television advertising was a 
new phenomeno.n, parental criticism was 
much greater than it is today. Now parents · 
consider the sheer volume of.commercials 
reflect how mothers normally waive all 
such demands and children gradually . 
learn that. Father~, on the other hand,, do 
not get-nearly as ~any requests from the 
children. It is possible they say 'yes' a lit-
tle more often and lay themselves open 
for further demands in the future . 
There was also a difference between 
the mothers of the oldest children and the 
mothers of the youngest children. The lat-
ter ar.e more irritated by the children's . 
wish~s and have more discussions with 
the children about a possible purchase. 
The mothers of the older children ben~fit 
from their children's understanding of ad-
vertising and what they might reasonably 
expect to get from their mother. 
The reference to ·cheating' is mainly 
directed at the products' performance in 
31 
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. the commercial and its actual performance. if it was not that interesting._ 
The children are generally very good, There is a difference in the perception 
though, at interpreting the com1i.1ercials of a commercial. block that is shown after 
and re~ognising something is not correct. a programme and a commercial break that 
It should be noted that the youngest chil- is shown during a programme. 
dren are less good at inte_rpreting correctly Both children and.adults express irrita-
the product's actual features than the older tion at commercials breaking iri during a 
children and the parents. Apa1t from any programme, which they regard as , disrup-
thing else, clearly the younger children do tive. Th~ children under the age of 8-9 do 
not have such a large range of experience not react in this way, whist it-is co1m11on in 
to draw on as those_ olde~ .. Both parents , the three oldest age groups of children. 
and children express annoyance when see- However, : if a commercial block comes : 
ing the same commercials a'g_ain and again. after the progran1111~,. the participants ·do not 
Children themselves°'are also get nearlyas annoyed. Still,-it is a pause and 
it is ~lear that both children and adults react 
·. critical of. commercials ;.. . physicaHy.,qn this signal Cthe exception 
_ ·. Tlie older the chil,dren.gef tl~~\h6~e critical . seems_ td_~~:_the_S::6 yea~9ld girls). It seems 
'·', they: a~~ Of the thi~gS thdisei J~ tele~ri,?iOn . people,1 ~61etCh: the'ff1Sel\re's, Shift their foClJS 
.' f '.'. 'q)llimerci~ls:-, T_he ch~iffre'n: 'tj~~elop t_heir :.' away fr~'iF. 'di:~ tel~v~~io·n-etc. Attention ap-
_. ; ''. :, ·refetence' frame\ 111 the\1me 'cla'rger knoi,1- ·_' parentlyis less tl)an thatafforded to a break. 
·: ; . edge of the way{ 2:ori-i}-i~~f~iais· ·seek to in- _ .. In other ~ords, co1nmer~ials in a block 
: flue~ce, the prqduc_ts'/p}_o'duct:categories' . s_eem le~s) rritatiflg than the same commer-
fea~rf{ ~rc\ T!1fo __ 1s d'fr\rpris~-fant :_q~alifi- · cials iI1 ibreak. How~ver, attention is dimin-
cation ·to ' consider be_$id~')frN ·expressed · · ished moi:e· if commercials· appear in a block 
· p'erceptib~") nd attitu1.~:J o:) ny:·parti_cular than if they appear in a break. 
coinri1etd~( the oltjfr}Hiy' beco11i~-the 
m~re kn9~'i11g. they g~t) if g~!ieral. · · ·. 
The cbildren are 
good generally at 
. distinguishing 
.· The: children' 3:r~ go.o.d g~herally at dis-
tinguishing between television progranm1es 
· and television commercials; Among other 
things, they define the difference by observ-
ing thatadve1tising is 'quicker', that there are 
a 'lot following each . other', and that 'they 
encourage us to buy something' . 
Among the 5-6 year old girls and 6-' 7 
between television year old boys, some confusion can be 
found about the distinc,tion between pro-
programmes and grammes and commercials. The problem 
television 
commercials. ' 
32., 
with distinguishing between programmes 
and commercials is apparently . biggest 
when it is a commercial break as opposed 
to a commercial ·block. 
Children often see the commercials as 
'a pause' that can be used in many ways; 
to go to .the bathroom, take a drink, zap 
to other channels and, in the event of zap-
ping, to leave the programme altogether 
Parameters that are important 
for the' perception of, and · 
attitude to, tfle commercials. 
The perception of, and attitude !O, a ce1tain 
commercial are based on the interaction 
between certail1 -parameters outlined be-
low. Here it is not meant to suggest that the 
children are only capable of understanding 
a commercial if all the parameters are op-
tini.al. In son11e commercials one of the pa-
rameters can have more weight than in 
another, where a different parameter is the 
major emphasis of the commercial. 
At the outset it is impo1tant to recog-
nise that: 
• cbild1~en in general are ve1y detailed, 
remember extremely well and are thus 
completely capable of understanding 
even complex sequences of events. 
• adults are less concerned witb detail 
and see things as a whole to a greater ex-
( 
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tent. As a consequence adults often believe be a commercial that goes a little beyond 
children are not capable of recording and the norms, seems provocative - often in-
remembering details either. tentionally -. and 'moves something' in the 
• c_hildren 's development is happening -consume_rs, whether they are adults or 
extremeZv quickly. What can be very children. The children, however, still feel 
popular in one age group can for another · the need for some form of identification 
be of no importanc<='.. It is very difficult to with the television commercial. 
prepare a commerdal that is directed to Some commercials use ambiguities, It is very difficult 
both .a 5-year-old arid ·~n· 11-year-old, al- :: _5.ub.tleties etc. and the youngest children 
though there_ are ~ 'ref:·e~ari1ples of this <- l.l p' to 8-9 years old, cannot understand to prepare a 
succeeding. }:'{Jif0~f~\ti~~t!~iil~:t:ir.r,·':}lf :~:rs~fti~1::o~in::ti1d~1s:0 ::;:::1:~ ' ::z::;:;::th 
Unde_rstandmg th~ st~fY../8 _,\\'i\ :>- /) the present study that the youngest ch1l-
. very 1mport~nt to t~,~-i'],·f)·)''':'>:{\{:": _-'\Jfren perceive what they see and hear and a 5-year-old and . 
. yo Ung est -~mt~x~r.-i_)ti?J:t:1'.~}{/'.('.r}}Jl(-_'.:~·::·t}:/98'.::9~t_:i~~ciject . ~nything else onto it. The an l l-year-0!4 
In order to~~~; _tre, :y~~~s~r~h~ld~enup _.if·.9l?et}hi_l?ren can, though, see through _ a/thou b there 
to about 10 years pld rel~t~ ,to a com111er- i'.~_J he~.e .. ~ev1ces. . ·•· g. · 
cial and remernl?er) r;·· they"r~eed.to refer to ··~: .> (;The\ 'identification' parameter is very are a few · ·_:- ·. 
a story/a diak>gue:·, Als9·, .it is important -·. importa-nt .in-order to make the children examples of this 
that they can ltnders't'ancl this story if they (as well as the adults) relate to a certain . 
are to establish any identific~tion2 ~ith the . · · tommerc!al. This identification can be succeeding. 
commercial. _ · .. ·, · . . 1 • . . . cr:eated in several different ways; by the 
'Special effects' are more important actors, their age, their looks and their 
when the children are about 10 years oH roles in the commercial especially. It ap-
The story may still be 'there for childrenof pears the· actors do not need to be -chil-
10 years and over, but special effects also · dren themselves, but they can be puppets 
become a very important part of the corn- .or other figures, animals or the like. 
mercial when the children reach this age. Equaily, a particular story can encour-
The commercial should readily arouse ,their age and involve children through identi-
curiosity, e.g. by_ being somewhat strange or fication. 
) 
mysterious. It is important though that the Finally, there is the product itself that 
children still have a reference to the prod- also needs to have the children's interest 2 The identification concept should 
· be very broadly understood and ' 
uct itself, that there are some product details if they really are to relate to the commer- should not only be rela_ted to an in-
or a representation. The children are still cial. In connection with the product it is dividual's age and gender. Identi-
. fication can also be related to the detailed in thejr, ability to perceive and still important that the children get the oppor- story in the commercial and the 
need a direct relation between the commer- tunity to relate to it specifically, if only product itself. · 
cial and the product. through some fragments in the commer-
News creates attention 
It is common knowledge that news cre-
ates attention. Again it is important 
though that the consumer (both children 
and adults) can identify with the television . 
commercial. 
In the present study it also appears 
that barrier transcending story elements in 
a commercial create attention. This would 
cial that focus on the product itself. 
Since children are at very different stages 
of development when they are between 5 
and 10 years old, it is clear that it is very diffi.:. 
cult to aff.ect all the children in this age group 
. with parameters with which they can all iden-
-tify -in one and the same commercial. 
It would also appear important to be 
a "vare that boys and girls . identify with dif-
ferent things in any commercial. The boys 
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Children and.television 
111e younger;-"" 
children up to 
i 
around 8-9 years . 
.arenwre · · tc 
disposed to · 
believe l!lhat they . 
. . 
see, whlle the older 
. ., : 
children have a 
· '· .much_ bigger ·•· · 
refere11Ceframe 
and view things a 
liJ:tle nwre · 
realistically. 
'A 'hate commercial' is a commer-
cial which the children and/or 
adults refer to as a type of commer-
cial which they believe is stupid or 
overselling. 
. are, as has afready been suggested, more 
geared for action and excitement, while 
the girls to a greater extent are responsive 
to role-plays etc. 
1
• 
Credibility and acceptance 
· of advertisements · . 
The general acceptance (or lack of accept-
ance) of a ce1tain product group/company 
is very crucial for the acceptance of the 
specific commercial andthe product adver-
tised. This is so important that specific in-
. formation in some cases is completely 
overlooked by vi1tue of the viewer's own 
preconceptions. 
The reverse is also true: the merest 
·glance at a ce1tain commercial you 1i.1aybe 
do not even like objectiv.ely, or do not 
notice really, is enough to have an effect, 
as the attitude to the company/product in 
·. question is already ve1y positive. · 
In short: 'You have made your bed 
and you must lie in it'. It is not easy to for-· 
get' commercials seen earlier for a certain 
product/brand/company. It is not easy . 
just to change style from one day to the 
next and immediately expect different lev-
els of acceptance. This applies to both 
children and adults. If the children are not 
taken by a certain commercial, th~y will 
not think of the company/product cat-
egory etc. either. 
The experience of credibility is also 
dependent on how 'over.;claims' and 
tricks are perceived in the commercial. 
It appears that both children and 
adults to a ce1tain extent 'discount some-
thing from' certain commercials them-
selves. 'It cannot do that much ... ', 'it 
cannot be right that ... ' etc. This way the 
commercial becomes immediately .111.ore 
frustvlo1thy to theni. 
This phenomenon means a commer-
cial can show a detail or a funct ion that 
the recipients do not directly believe but 
which - later when they see the product 
itself - turns out to be correct. The experi-
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ence of the product becomes more posi-
tive than expected even though, seen ob-
jectively, the commercial turned out to 
communicate correctly anyway. . 
Another example is how children ra-
tionally evaluate that something cannot be 
done or be right. They have been made 
4ware of the possibility that it n1ight be . 
done or might be right and to a certain ex-
tent they are disappointed when it ap~ 
pears that this is not so. This is the case, 
·even though they rationally knew; .. it! 
How much there i{discounted frOm a 
certain commercial widefy depends on 
·the recipient'·s reference frame; the olde~ 
they get the bigger th~ reference frai11e. 
The younger children up to around 8-9 · 
years are more dispos,~d tq believe\vliat 
they see, while the .914ei; children have a-
much bigger refer~n2('\ .fram; ·and ~ie\V . 
things a little mor~ r~alis'd~ally; · •. · . · ·,· 
It should , be st;~essed/ tho(1gh, that all 
the children exp~cted 'il1~t 'product'specific' · 
information ( whether: ;erbally or visually 
illustrated) is real. The proqle111 main.ly , 
arises if the product i~elf does not live' up . 
tq_ what has be~n presented about it. 
On the other hand there are advertis-
ing elements that even the y'ourigest chil~ 
dren already baue learned to 'discount': 
star dust, smoke, background pictures 
and the like. They do not. expect to get 
this when buying the product in question. 
Involvement with commercials 
Ttie experjence of credibility, whether posi-
tive or negative, is among other things a fac-
tor which determines how much you 
involve yourself in a comm~rcial. A com-
mercial can be a 'hate commercial'3, one 
about which everybody h~s an opinion and 
in which everyone gets so involved that it is 
· possible to quote word-for-word, but whi~h 
is clearly perceived as untmstworthy. 
Interest for the proc.iuct is ,,ery ip1por-
tant for the level of involvement. The more 
interested you are in a ce1tain product the 
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more willing you are to involve yourself in 
a commercial for this product. However, it 
is possible to be interested in a product, 
but if the identification parameters are not 
fulfilled you will not remember and you 
\\'ill not be involved in the commercial. 
· It is also true that, in some· cases, you 
may ~emember a cogimercial even if you 
are not interested in the product. In this 
case the commercial is described as b~ing 
just somewhat unimportant. 
-Product expectations and 
'immediate play .value' . 
The expectations you have of~ certain 
product depend on several parameters. 
These are attitude, knowledge of -the 
product/ product category, the experience 
of the interaction between picture, sbrn;id 
· and text in the commercial, and the expe-
rience of 'over-claims' (how much yot.1 
have discounted already and whether you 
ha ve any hope for som·ething you know 
is not feasible or not right). 
As for the relation between picture, 
sound and voice, the most accurate ex-. 
pectations are created if the three ele-
ments work together. However, if the_re 
are disparities in the impressions you re-
ceive from the three, initially it is the . 
. visual element to .which you will assign 
most value. It is worth making the obser-
vation that a very strong sound track in a 
commercial can sometimes render this the 
most important element. 
A particularly important finding in re-
lation to raised expectations of a particu-
lar product is that certain· commercials 
can give the impression that more is on 
offer than is actually the case. 
This can be done, and regarded as 
acceptable, as long as there is 'immedi-
ate play value' in what is bought. For 
example, a number of products, each of 
which is sold separately, may be pre-
sented together, provided each indi-
vidual product \\·hen purch~sed fully 
Children and television 
meets its ' 'immediate glay value' and 
"\ 
does not depend upon another purchase. 
The disappointment is clear if the chil-
dren experience that_ there is not 'im-
mediate play value' in the product and 
that extra elements are required before 
having any play value at all. Batteries for 
toys may be seen as an exception to this, 
as in time it has become accepted that 
batteries are not induded. 
Size and functionality . 
. . . ... 
· The. experience of the size is creaied fr~rri 
already _known references . It ca_n bf a ·· · 
known product, a person, a child_'s hancl or · 
similar size references. ·It generally tu.'rn? : · 
out to be difficult to reproduce the '.dimeri.: •. 
sions correctly · in ·commE{~dals. · 
participants are surprised by _:a - . 
ceitain product is either larger ·or' sml:uer ... 
than expected, ·but appa;ently this .has no .. 
crucial impoitance for thE:ir experience and 
acceptance of the product. . . 
No differences between the different 
age groups' cir between aduhs and chil-
dren can be discoyered concerning the 
way they experience the size of a certain 
product. \Vhen it is about toys it is widely 
acknowledged as the 'children's world' 
and that they know more about . it gener-
ally than the adults .. 
As for functionality, it is very impor-
tant that what you show of a certain prod-_ 
uct is also correct in reality. In general, 
both children and adults are very sur-
prised by this when they see the actual 
products (in some cases because they 
have already discounted something). 
In several cases both groups are even 
confront.eel With functions that are very 
impoitant for the chpdren, but which they 
have not even seen (because it has not 
been shown) in the commercial. 
Contents and quantity _of a product is 
a dimension which on several occasions 
are misinterpreted from the commercials. 
As for the soundtrack/voice-overs, it 
A particularly 
important finding 
in relation to . 
raised 
expectations of a 
particular 
product is that 
certain 
commercials can 
give the 
impression that 
more is on off er 
than is actually 
the case. 
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The persuasion 
' role is ' taken car</ 
oftoamuch 
greater extent by ' 
the child's 
'advisers and 
peers' and this 
·influence is 
especially felt at 
. the point of 
purchase. 
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should be noted that the probability of a more about these assembly tasks in · the 
correctly perceived message increases different commercials where they are es-
when using a choice of words that the sential to, the product. . 
children understand (not long, hard Finally, it should be noted that also the 
words or borrowed words). packaging .design creates expectations of 
. In connection with the expectations of the products. Again ·it is the visual part that 
contents and quantity, it is not considered . , coun~s t_he rnost in relation to exp_ectations. 
that important that one expected more .. ·· .. ··. : ·c· · 1' · ': ··~ •,l .. ,_ · ,. t · · · ·.· . · : · ... · 
_ , . _: :' · osmg commen s .·~ > :· /. _ ·· · · 
than one really gets, as long as an 1mme .... ?/' ,:,,{,;,: :., .. _f·,'.,--·.,:\·.·: -·;,·c.:: ... ,··':·· ... ,:."'.· .. 
_diate usage value can be experienced .1r:'.{,{i:Jt)sh.,q~1'ist~t n9t~·d.~.thir :.con1~~erci~ls di-
' cases they . do not know) that before they :si;'.[f'./jt?.~:th:e:Js.ch9bl .~~)"e'creatiorl 'centres ?it.,-.,;" ·'i 
:.: · _ · ·. : • • :,-.· •· . · . · r.-•. :· . .-· \.,; :. ·· ... ·-t·i:::~_···?:r'.f~.;~~~~/\.;:v,~: ... ,·.~,,-·£~_:;_1'.:·~"'-";··· ~s.').~· • .:J.;~-t\~~·:~'.~::-~7.··· -~~; .' ~-, ... · ~:· >_~: , ::~J: .. 1.:;r.:·~:;,,:,.:-:1":.~:.1::·.·· · 
_, can play with the product tl:iey have to b~·;:<;\{},t~\~Jnf9tmat!OV.J~chn9logy (~g'ippu_ter . 
assembl~d. ·:Apparently this _is partly· b¥:.:J{:'.[):(·:\~~fjf}k{g~'m~t1)y/de.9),t.;,_:.:.:~}j~t#fr,::~-,~·· /~ .•:·· 
' cause they do not have the skills to assem? ·).·/ . :)':}fteieyisior\ 'cqinrrierdals .dir'ected to' 
ble the products themselves but need ', .'{::·::}) 1dults : :::::.,.:~. 
' help from adults, and partly because they ~tel~visfon in ge~eral 
do not see any usage value in having to ·c:atalogues: traclepapers ~nd direct 
'construct the product first. As the chHdreri: ' i _' mailings ' ·" ·: ;tf''.·,,.'' . C ' ·' • 
get older they are more capable of assem~ . shop exhibitions and shop activities 
. bling things themselves and in some cases . and a lot of other things in their sur-
they also see value in the experience. roundings an.d peer groups. The main 
The study suggested that it is possible in contribution of the commercials in this 
several of the television commercials for range of influences is maybe more· in the 
toys for assembly to be 'sold' a little more ef- role as news communicator and interest 
fectively than is done today. It can mainly be preserver than in the role of being persua-
done by showing how the assembly task is sive. The persuasion role is taken care of 
. a part of the benefit of the product. As the to a mi.1ch greater extent by the child's 'ad-
youngest children have difficulties in han- visers and peers' and this influence is es-
dling the assembly task themselves, it is also pecially felt at the point of purchase. 
possible to 'sell' the time children and par-
ents spend together by showing such a 
situation in the television conm1ercial. 
For the older children it is easier to 
handle the assembly themselves and, as a 
consequence the involveme~t of the par-
ents is less important in this situation. But 
especially in relation to boys, it could be 
possible to use their natural interest in 
constructing/building/assembling/taking 
things to pieces and show something 
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